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Abstract
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Abstract
The figures of reported health problems in computer-supported, administrative,
work are alarmingly high and increasing. The main health problems are visual
discomfort, repetitive strain injuries (RSI) and stress-related disorders. Some
important risk factors are poor workstation design, constrained work postures,
repetitive work and long hours of computer use every day. Others are high
demands, poor control over workload and work pace and poor relations to
management and colleagues. There is also evidence that poor design and usability
of the computer systems as well as technical problems with the computer add to
the pressure perceived by the user, which may in its turn cause stress-related
disorders.
Systems (software) development is often technology-driven and the design and
contents of the resulting system shapes the work situation, including factors
affecting the users’ health and well-being. There are numerous examples in the
literature describing how poorly designed systems fail to support the real work
practices, introducing new ones that are inadequate and more time-consuming.
Thus these, supposedly supporting, computer systems get in the way of efficient
and effective work, adding a burden on the workers rather than helping them out.
This thesis tries to describe some of the relations between the systems
development process and users’ health complaints, in a work context. I also
discuss whether or not the concepts of usability and user experience can be used
to address users’ health issues in the systems development process. The main
results indicate that although usability must be addressed, it is not sufficient.
Occupational health issues must be explicitly integrated in systems development,
and be given priority. This thesis also describes some potential methods and
techniques for doing that.
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Preface
This thesis consists of two sections. The first section contains the background and
a summary of my work. The second section contains the papers included in this
thesis. They are:
I. Key Principles for User-Centered Systems Design. Jan Gulliksen, Bengt
Göransson, Inger Boivie, Stefan Blomkvist, Jenny Persson and Åsa Cajander.
(Submitted to INTERACT 2003)
II. Why Usability Gets Lost or Usability in In-house Software Development.
Inger Boivie, Carl Åborg, Jenny Persson and Mats Löfberg. (Re-submitted to
the international journal Interacting with Computers).
III. Designing for Health at Work. Inger Boivie, Carl Åborg, Jenny Persson and
Stefan Blomkvist. (This manuscript will, after adding results from a
completing evaluation, be submitted to an international journal)
IV. Essential Use Cases and Users. Inger Boivie. (This paper was written as a
part of a course on user perspectives in HCI.)
I have, furthermore, presented my research at the Doctoral Consortium at the HCI
2002 Conference (Boivie, 2002).
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Preface

Outline of the thesis
This thesis is about the relations between occupational health problems, usability
and the systems development process. The summary discusses these relations, in
particular the chapters headed Health problems in VDU work, Systems
development and sick users, and Discussion and conclusions. The first two
chapters in the summary provide some background and describe my research
objectives as well as an attempt to position my research within the area of HCI. In
Future work I describe my continued research, the research questions and the
methodological approach I intend to use.
The papers in the thesis have been ordered in a way that reflects a shift from basic
issues in user-centred design (UCD) towards particulars of the systems design
process and their implications for usability and users’ health. Paper I discusses
UCD and a user-centred development process. Papers II and III are case studies
looking at particular projects or design problems related to usability and health
issues in systems development. In the last paper I take a look at a particular
systems development approach and its implications for usability and users’ health.
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Introduction
“Responses on the attention paid to health and safety issues were less
encouraging [than the responses regarding usability]. Most felt that
legislation had helped this area but that the issues themselves are not
fashionable. Lip service may be paid but in most cases health and
safety are not given proper attention…. Many new systems are badly
designed from an ergonomic perspective”.
(Clegg, Axtell, Damodaran, Farbey, Hull, Lloyd-Jones, Nicholls, Sell,
and Tomlinson, 1997, p 859. On the role of human and organisational
factors in information technology development. My emphasis)
Occupational health problems in computersupported work have reached alarming levels.
Computer-supported work (or VDU work, from
Visual Display Unit) can make people ill, even to
the extent of irreparable damage and lifelong
suffering. In a recent Swedish study, a majority
(61%) of the women office workers working with
computers for more than 4 hours a day reported
various complaints in the neck and shoulder region.
The corresponding figure for men was 35 % (Wigaeus Tornqvist, Karlkvist,
Hagberg, Hagman, Hansson Risberg, Isaksson, and Toomingas, 2001).
There is an impressive body of research and knowledge about what the health
problems in VDU work are and the main causes and risk factors. Yet, users’
health issues receive little attention in the systems development process, as
described by Clegg, et al, in the quotation above. How come users’ health issues
are not addressed when we know what they are and what causes them? Placing the
responsibility for users’ health problems on the individual software developer
would probably be ineffective and even unfair (considering the conditions in the
typical systems development project). Instead, users’ health issues must be
integrated in the systems development process but few development models or
methods address users’ health problems explicitly. (There are exceptions, see for
instance, Vicente, 1999). The field of occupational health (OH), on the other
hand, is typically concerned with the users’ work situation as such, and not the
development process creating the computer systems being part of that work
situation.
My own experiences from having worked as a consultant with systems
development for a number of years are as discouraging as the results in the Clegg
report. I have never come across a systems development project where the health
effects of VDU work have been an issue. There seems to be neither the
knowledge nor the willingness to address users’ health problems in systems
Inger Boivie / Usability and Users’ Health Issues in Systems Development
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development. I believe that there are connections between users’ health problems
and the systems development process. This thesis is a step towards clarifying
these connections.
The thesis, and the work behind it, is an attempt at understanding some of the
obstacles to designing usable1 computer systems and healthy VDU work. My
starting point is the systems development process, rather than the users’ work
situation. For two reasons. Firstly, I have seen, over and over again, how the
design and contents of the computer systems in VDU work shape the work
situation in which the usability problems and health problems occur. New
computer systems in the workplace inevitably leads to changes in the
organisation, the roles of the users and their work practices. These changes are
primarily technology-led, i.e. “…the technology is considered first and commands
most of the resources.” as reported by Clegg, et al (1997, p 858). Eason (1997)
furthermore describes a number of case studies where the shaping and
constraining role of computer systems on work practices is evidenced. Secondly,
even though there is a large body of knowledge about the health problems in VDU
work, there seems to be a gap as to how this knowledge can be applied in the
systems development process.

Research objectives
As described above, the aim of my research is to identify and describe some of the
connections between the systems development process, usability and users’ health
problems.
In the typical project developing bespoke2 systems for professional use, the
process starts with some kind of requirements elicitation to capture the “needs of
the users”. These requirements are then analysed and a number of specifications,
with an increasingly technical orientation, are produced. The specifications are
then used as a basis for writing the code making up the system. Systems
development projects are, by necessity, information-oriented. Requirements
elicitation typically covers matters, such as, what information is needed, what the
user does with it and what the results of the information processing are. Usability
issues may be addressed in this process, but potential health problems rarely are.

1

I use the definition of usability provided in ISO 9241-11 (1998):
“The extent to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve specified
goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use.”
This definition includes usefulness and utility, which are important aspects in
work contexts.
2
Bespoke, or custom-made, systems are built specifically to support particular
tasks performed by particular users, within an organisation.
Inger Boivie / Usability and Users’ Health Issues in Systems Development
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Our research (see for instance papers II, III and IV) and collected experiences
from the software industry and occupational health area have provided some
indications of potential problem areas:

•

•

•

•

Unclear responsibility – Who is responsible for preventing occupational
health problems in VDU work? Legally speaking, it is the organisation or
company employing the users (in Sweden). The matter is, however,
complicated by the fact that many health problems are caused by multiple,
interacting, factors, addressed in separate development processes.
No occupational health expertise in systems development – Occupational
health experts are rarely involved in systems development projects. Few
software developers, on the other hand, know anything about the most
common health problems in VDU work and their causes. Nor does involving
users guarantee that all occupational health problems are addressed – users do
not necessarily have the ability to identify potential health hazards.
Scope too narrow in systems development – Most systems development
projects focus on the information processing tasks of the users. Much effort is
spent on modelling the information flow and information use by means of, for
instance, use cases (Jacobsen, Christerson, Jonsson, and Övergaard, 1995).
These models fail to capture other aspects of the users’ work. The use and the
users are separated from the context. As a result, the resulting system may
make it stressful or even impossible for the users to cope with matters
“outside” the system, for instance, interruptions, phone calls, breaks or parallel
tasks.
Cake-frosting approach to usability – Usability, as defined by ISO touches
upon health issues (ISO, 1998) and could provide an opening for addressing
health matters. Usability is, however, often limited to user interface matters
(Thimbleby, Blandford, Cairns, Curzon, and Jones, 2002) or reduced to a
problem of technology (Clegg, et al, 1997). The usability expert designs
and/or evaluates services specified by other people, for instance, “business
analysts” or “use case specifiers” and the matter of occupational health is
addressed by neither the analysts/specifiers nor the usability expert.

This list is in no way exhaustive, but it has helped me in specifying a number of
closely related research questions based on the overall research issue. For
instance, what happens to usability and occupational health matters in a systems
development project? What methods and techniques can be used to integrate
occupational health expertise in a systems development project? What happens
when you take a potential health hazard and turns it into a design problem? These
questions have been the starting point or platform for my research. Each research
question has been the focus of closer investigation as described by the papers in
this thesis. Together, the papers provide some answers, but far from the full
picture.
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Scope and limitations
The scope of this thesis is to investigate parts of the relation between the systems
development process, usability and occupational health problems in VDU work,
presuming that there is such a relation. The overall research issue shaping and
guiding the work has been how to design for usability and healthy VDU work.
The situation at the workplace being the main concern, this thesis focuses on the
development of bespoke systems, i.e. systems intended for professional use in a
particular organisation and by particular users. Bespoke systems are typically
developed by in-house development organisations, or in contract development
projects. Focusing on bespoke systems development means leaving out all shrinkwrap products being used in workplaces, for instance, the Microsoft Office
products. I do not explicitly discuss the product development process in this
thesis, but the conclusions and results may nevertheless be applicable in product
development as well.
Bespoke systems development differs from other types of development, for
instance the development of products or web applications for use by the general
public. Grudin (1991) distinguishes between product development, in-house
development and contract development. These three development contexts differ
in, among other things, user focus and user involvement. I would like to add that
there are differences in the use of the systems as well; differences that ought to
have an impact on the systems development process. The use of computer systems
in the workplace is mainly non-discretionary, i.e. the user has little control over
what systems to use, when and why. Moreover, computer systems in the workplace are often heavily used, for long hours, every day. The users depend on the
systems to get their work done. These matters put the user at a disadvantage as
compared to using a web shop or some shrink-wrap product at home. They make
the users particularly susceptible to frustration owing to poor design and
inadequate functionality. It is often argued that good design, good usability,
including usefulness, are essential in product and web development, but, based on
the above discussion, I would like to argue that these aspects are even more
important in bespoke systems development in a work context.
One other limitation of my research is the focus on administrative work. We look
primarily at case handling work in large government organisations and other types
of administrative work. This limitation naturally influences the approaches,
methods and models discussed in this thesis.

Research approach
Investigating the relation between systems development, usability and the effects
on users’ health requires that one looks into the systems development process.
Most of the studies described in the papers are based on an exploratory approach
Inger Boivie / Usability and Users’ Health Issues in Systems Development
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identifying and describing certain characteristics of the systems development
process, for instance, how usability and occupational health matters are addressed.
We have also used an action research approach to evaluate the effects of changes
in the approach to usability in systems development processes. Finally, we used a
design case to test certain ideas.
Exploratory research describes the characteristics of a phenomenon as is, without
any a priori hypotheses. Its aim is to generate hypotheses, rather than verification
or falsification. My main reason for choosing an exploratory approach is the aim
to narrow down the research scope and to generate hypotheses that can be tested
in my further research. As an example, we used exploratory and qualitative
methods, i.e. interviews and observations, to investigate what happens to usability
and occupational health matters in a systems development project (paper II).
Based on the results we were able to identify a number of factors affecting these
issues, for instance, the matter of responsibility, the impact of the development
model and the attitudes to usability in the development team. Each of these factors
can be turned into a research question and further investigated in new studies.
The exploratory approach stops at identification and descriptions. Therefore, in
order to move the research one step further, we investigated some methods for
addressing occupational health aspects in systems development in a design case
(paper III). The research questions are; what happens when you take a potential
health hazard and turns it into a design problem? What aspects of the problem do
you need to capture? In what ways can an occupational health expert contribute to
the design process? The case study was a mock design process, running in parallel
with a real development project. The reason for our separating the case study from
the real project was to avoid the complexity, internal politics and policy changes
that plague the typical development project.
In parallel with these projects, we are running an action research project on usercentered systems design (paper I). It provides a different and complementery
research approach. Dick (2001) describes action research as having the “…dual
aims of action and research” (p 4). It comprises action to bring about change and
improvement in some community or organisation and research to add to the body
of knowledge within a particular research area. Action research has its origins in
socio-psychological studies of social and work life issues. It is based on the idea
that the researcher can better understand a social system if he/she is part of it
rather than a detached observer. Action research means that the researcher
participates in the community, organisation or project. Our action research
approach involved studies of the systems development process in one particular
organisation, suggesting certain changes and activities to achieve those changes,
participating in the activities and observing the outcome (paper I).
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Generalisability, validity and reliability
The concepts validity and reliability originate from the quantitative research
approach where they are measures of the quality of the research findings
generated by a particular method. Validity means: does this method measure what
I intend to measure? Are the measurements valid for the problem I intend to
investigate? Whereas reliability is about whether or not the method produces
stable and dependable results (Bell, 1999). Since exploratory research, action
research and design cases are research approaches rather than research methods,
discussing validity and reliability does not seem meaningful. These concepts are
related to the data collection and analysis methods used within the study, be it an
action research project or an exploratory study. It is, nevertheless, of interest to
discuss some problems with the generalisability or external validity of the results
gained in my research. Or perhaps transferability would be a better concept to use
– i.e. if the research findings can be applied in other settings than the one in which
they were identified.
The studies described in this thesis have all been conducted within a particular
organisation. The particular circumstances, people, processes, etc, in that
organisation naturally affect the outcome. In our action research study on usercentred design the intervention consisted of the introduction of a usability
designer role and certain usability methods in a systems development project. The
effect of implementing the role and the methods was inevitably influenced by the
people applying them, their level of expertise, their authority within the project
and even their personal characteristics. The outcome was also affected by the
other people in the project, their attitudes towards usability and their willingness
to accept and make use of the results of the usability methods. Moreover, the
outcome was influenced by the characteristics of the systems development model
used, time pressure, etc.
Such factors are never identical from one project to another, nor can they be
controlled. It would be impossible to keep certain factors constant and vary others,
for instance, running two development projects that are identical apart from the
application of usability methods. Thus, the only thing we can know with certainty
is that in this particular setting, the implementation of the usability role and
methods in combination with everything else that went on in the project resulted
in the observed outcome. We cannot with certainty predict the outcome of
implementing the same role and methods in a different setting. The exploratory
study (paper II) being limited to two organisations suffers from similar
weaknesses regarding the generalisability of the results, as does the design case
(paper III). Nevertheless, studies of this kind contribute to the general body of
knowledge within the research area.
There is also the problem of bias. One cannot ignore participation and observer
effects in an action research project, or when using qualitative data collection
Inger Boivie / Usability and Users’ Health Issues in Systems Development
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methods in a case study, such as, interviews and observations. In interviews the
researcher may bias the results during the data collection as well as in the
interpretation of the results. In observations, the mere presence of the observer in,
for instance, a project meeting may bias the outcome of the meeting and how
people interact. In action research, there is the risk of the Hawthorne effect
(Homans, 1977), i.e. that people tend to perform better at work if somebody pays
attention to them and does something about their problems, no matter what. The
mere presence of a researcher and the implementation of a change may bias the
outcome.
Another problem with participation in action research is the my-baby-syndrome,
or personal over-involvement (Kock, McQueen and Scott, 2000). Having
suggested and implemented certain changes, the researcher may find it hard to
conduct an unbiased evaluation of the outcome. It may be tempting to disregard or
de-emphasise negative effects and to emphasise positive effects rather than
accepting that the suggested changes were not the right ones.
The weaknesses of these types of research approaches are inherent owing to the
fact that they aim at describing phenomena and correlations in a rather messy
“real world”. At the same time, it is their strength. Such research cannot possibly
be conducted in the laboratory. It has to be grounded in the real world. There are
ways of avoiding some of the problems, for instance, using triangulation3 or
iterations4 to strengthen the results in a case study or in an action research project.
But, in the end, it is really up to the reader, rather than the researcher to judge the
applicability of the results in settings outside the context of the research study.

Reflecting on reflecting on practice
Having shifted from being a practitioner to becoming a researcher, I am
particularly concerned with my research originating in and being applicable to the
real work practices in systems development. There are several approaches linking
practice and research, for instance, action research (see above). Another approach
is Practitioner Centred Research (PCR) (Bourner, O’Hara, 1999). PCR is about
enhancing professional practice by means of research, i.e. to “… create
improvements in professional practice by adding to the stock of usable knowledge
3

Triangulation means comparing data obtained by different methods, by different
researchers and/or in different situations and cases (Miles and Huberman, 1994).
Such comparisons strengthen the results as regards their reliability, validity and
generalisability.
4
Iterations in action research means running several cycles of diagnosing,
intervening, observing and reflecting (Kock, et al, 2000). The idea is to do the
same thing in as many similar settings as possible, one after the other, and look
for similarities in the outcomes. The more identical or similar patterns you can
identify, the more likely it is that the results are applicable in similar settings. The
iterative approach also refines the outcome, in that the results of one cycle are fed
into the next cycle, strengthening the outcome even further.
Inger Boivie / Usability and Users’ Health Issues in Systems Development
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available to the practitioners.” The PCR approach is mainly intended for
“researching professionals”, i.e. practitioners striving to improve their practices by
conducting research within their context. Shifting from practice to research, as I
have done, turns the issue upside down. How can I make use of my previous
practical experiences to enhance my research? Below, I argue that the reflectingon-action and reflecting-in-action of the “reflective practitioner”, as described by
Schön (1995), are useful in a research context.
Looking into the systems development process, it is inevitable that my own
experiences come into play. Reflecting on what I have done in a number of
projects in the past has helped me see new patterns and structures in systems
development practices that act as effective obstacles to paying attention to users’
health. Reflecting-on-action is relatively new to me – there is rarely time to do it
properly in industry. It has also been a novel experience in that I have reflected on
my previous actions from a novel point of view, namely that of users’ health. It
can be described as a kind retrospective reflection from new angles to see new
patterns. Retrospective reflection on action means returning to problems and
situations of the past, turning them over in ones mind, trying to think about them
in new ways. This type of reflection is based on retrospective accounts on events
in the past. Such accounts are never completely accurate, which is a weakness of
course. Nevertheless, making use of previous experiences in framing my research
is valuable.
Reflecting-in-action “…hinges on the experience of surprise. When intuitive,
spontaneous, performance yields nothing more than the results expected for it,
then we tend not to think about it. But when intuitive performance leads to
surprises, pleasing and promising or unwanted, we may respond by reflecting-inaction. … In such processes, reflection tends to focus interactively on the
outcomes of the action, the action itself, and the intuitive knowing implicit in the
action.” (Schön, 1995, p 56). Reflecting on my experiences as a practitioner in the
past I may come upon ideas or patterns that are novel and surprising. Such
surprises may superimpose another layer of inquiry into how to frame the research
problem and how to act on those frames. I am reflecting-in-action as a researcher.
Thus, I use both reflecting-in-actions and reflecting-on-actions as a researcher.

•
•

Retrospectively reflecting on my actions as a practitioner in the past trying to
see new patterns in the problem.
Reflecting in my actions as a researcher, in order to find new ways of
responding to and acting on new insights on the spot.

Being a researcher is partly being a practitioner5 in the area of research. In
experimental psychology, for instance, the researcher is a practitioner in
designing, planning, setting up and conducting the experiment, as well as when
5

Practitioner – “One who practices something, especially an occupation,
profession, or technique.” www.dictionary.com
Inger Boivie / Usability and Users’ Health Issues in Systems Development
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reporting on the results. Reflecting on what you are doing, how and why is part of
the process. Thus, as a researcher I also reflect on my actions as a researcher-cumpractitioner.
Teamwork is essential in our research. We bring different backgrounds, different
experiences and different values to our joint research effort. One very effective
means of seeing new ways of framing research problems is engaging in reflective
dialogue within the research team and with other researchers as well as
practitioners. It is in such dialogues one is able to, with the aid of others, turn a
problem this way and that. The ideas contributed by other people help in seeing
the problem in new ways and in building an argument for ones case.
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Human-computer interaction –
making computers fit humans
To me, human-computer interaction is about bringing human and social aspects
into the design, development and use of computer technology, in order to make
the technology suitable for its use and its users.
Making computer technology, or to be more precise, information and communications technology (ICT), fit the users and their activities involves understanding humans and human activity. Human activity is very complex and, to a
certain extent, unpredictable. Below, I argue that it is social and individual,
intentional and contingent on the situation and evolves over time. Hence, HCI is
about making computer systems fit this complex web of intentions, actions, social
interaction, etc.
One fundamental assumption that must underpin all HCI activities is the fact that
virtually all human activity is social, i.e. in one way or another related to
interaction and/or communication between people. The intention of ICT is to
support this interaction and communication. This is true not least in the
workplace. Few people work on their own, processing isolated bits of information.
Hence, we have to look at human activity from a perspective that takes human-tohuman interaction and communication into account. What happens in the
interaction between people, how do they co-ordinate their activities, what artefacts
do they use to facilitate the interaction, etc. But there is also the individual mind
to account for. Things do take place in the individual mind – cognitive processes
that are the basis for the actions carried out by the individual participants in any
human activity.
Human activity is intentional in that we, as a rule, do not act at random, without a
purpose. Human action is also situated, i.e. contextual6 and contingent on the
situation. According to Suchman (1987) circumstances and resources in the situation guide and control our actions. Intentions are but weak resources, having little
to do with what we end up doing. I would like to argue, however, that intentions
do play an important role in human activity. They may not prescribe action down
to the very last detail, but they certainly control action on some level. Using an
example of somebody running down a series of rapids in a canoe, Suchman argues
that the initial plan about how to navigate the rapids is soon abandoned, in favour
of embodied skills that are wholly situated, and thereby unpredictable. I believe
that even though the details and order of the actions depend heavily on the
circumstances in the situation, the intention does narrow down the range of
possible and meaningful actions. Sitting at the top of the rapids in a canoe, having
6

Contextual – “Of, involving, or depending on a context.” (www.dictionary.com)
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the intention of getting to the bottom of them, I would probably choose to head
down the rapids in one way or another, turning this way or that, paddling furiously
or just gliding along according to the situation, but the main direction of the
actions would be in accordance with my intention. My intention would keep the
action “on track”. Thus, human action is both intentional and situated.
Finally, human activity also evolves over time. Trying to understand a system of
human activity, it is necessary to follow it over a period of time.
So, how does one go about making computer systems fit this complex web of
intentions, actions, social interaction, etc? How does one make computer systems
support users in carrying out their intentions in accordance with some pattern
(work practices) and at the same time allow for the situatedness of human
activity? And how does one allow for evolving work practices? Finally, how does
one do this, without introducing health hazards?
This is, indeed, a formidable task, and one that the field of HCI has been and is
struggling with. Traditionally, HCI has been heavily influenced by cognitive
psychology, focusing mainly on the cognitive processes of the individual user
processing information (Dix, Finlay, Abowd and Beale, 1998). The chief part of
research within cognitive psychology has been conducted in the laboratory,
separating the subject/user from the context. As a consequence, cognitive
psychology has been criticized for not contributing any knowledge that is
applicable in the design process, and to disregard the social aspects of human
activity in the human-computer context (see, for instance, Landauer, 1990). Over
the years, HCI has come to encompass complementary or contradictory theories
accommodating other aspects of human activity, for instance, distributed
cognition and situated action. The theory of distributed cognition (see for
instance, Hutchins, 1990) describes the interaction, communication and coordination between people and their use of artefacts within a system of activity,
e.g. navigating a ship. Situated action (Suchman, 1987) proposes an alternative
model for analysing and describing human behaviour in direct contradiction to the
planning model suggested in cognitive psychology (as briefly described above).
There are also definitions of HCI that emphasise the importance of looking
beyond the cognitive processes of the one user, for instance, the definition from
ACM SIGCHI (Association of Computing Machinery, Special Interest Group on
Computer-Human Interaction):
“Human-computer interaction is a discipline concerned with the
design, evaluation and implementation of interactive computing
systems for human use and with the study of major phenomena
surrounding them.” (ACM SIGCHI, 1992, section 2.1.)
According to ACM, HCI is about studying the way people interact with
computers and all issues pertaining to that interaction. This requires understanding
Inger Boivie / Usability and Users’ Health Issues in Systems Development
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four areas making up the cornerstones of human-computer interaction. They are
the use and context of computers, human characteristics, the computer systems
and interface architecture and the development process (ibid, 1992). Thus, HCI is
an interdisciplinary field where no one field can account for all the aspects that
must be addressed in the development of computer systems. In addition, I would
like to argue that understanding human activity requires a “multi-theoretical”
approach. There is not one single theory on human cognition and action that can
account for and describe all the aspects that must be covered if we want a picture
of human activity rich enough to guide design. This may seem a rather eclectic,
“anything-goes”, approach to the theoretical underpinnings of HCI. There are,
admittedly, contradictions between the theories, for instance, the planning
approach described in cognitive psychology and the basic assumptions of situated
action. But, it does not take away the need to cover a rich variety of aspects in
human activity. One must look at both intentions and the particulars of each
situation. One must look at what takes place both in the individual mind and in the
social surrounding. And one must look at the events at a certain point in time, as
well as how human activity evolves over time.

HCI and occupational health
Since this thesis discusses occupational health problems in VDU work, I would
like to briefly elaborate on how HCI is related to the fields of ergonomics/human
factors and occupational health (OH). HCI has its origins in the study of human
performance with machines (ergonomics/human factors) that emerged during the
Second World War. Traditionally, ergonomics has been concerned with physical
aspects of machines and systems, and in the work environment. Human factors
addresses, for instance, sensory and perceptual aspects. Human factors and
ergonomics are closely related and, over the years, the two terms have become
more or less interchangeable. Both fields cover all types of human-machine
interaction, but are fairly restricted to the study of the interface between the
human and the machine. HCI, on the other hand, addresses human aspects in
computer technology only, but more in-depth, not restricted to the interface. (The
above brief “history” of HCI is based on the description in Dix, et al, 1998).
The field of occupational health (OH) is also related to ergonomics and human
factors and addresses to some extent the same issues as HCI. OH addresses health
aspects of VDU work directly related to the computers and the software7. It also
covers health risk factors related to matters outside the human-computer
interaction, such as, work organisation, psychosocial aspects in the work
environment and management support and relations.

7

Naturally, occupational health addresses all types of work, VDU work is only a
sub-set of occupational health research and practice. In this thesis, however, VDU
work is the only type of work of interest.
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Despite HCI and OH sharing common ground, they lead fairly separate lives as
regards research and practice. HCI covers both the use and the development of
computer systems and a large number of aspects pertaining to it, but seems to
steer fairly clear of occupational health problems. Occupational health researchers
and practitioners, on the other hand, typically focus their efforts on the use of
computers in the workplace, for instance, the effects of mouse use, stress-related
disorders and whether or not computer use as such creates physiological reactions
in human beings.
I have little doubt that users’ health aspects must be addressed during systems
development. The question is how!
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Health problems in VDU work
Health complaints in VDU work are a huge problem. Call centres, for instance,
provide one example of heavily computerised work where health problems
abound. A recent study on workers in a Swedish call centre showed that 86% of
the women and 68% of the men reported having suffered from pain for at least 3
days in the previous month. Some 60% of the women had suffered from pain in
the neck and shoulder region (Norman, et al, 2001). To put it plainly almost 8
workers out of 10 suffered from pain that can be related to working with
computers. These figures are alarming – and they are in no way an isolated
phenomenon particular to call centre work. Another Swedish study reports an
incidence of 38% for psychological symptoms in a group of state-employed VDU
workers and figures for extensive sick leave8 as high as 40% in groups with
particularly intensive and monotonous computer work (Aronsson, Dallner and
Åborg, 1994).
There is a large body of research and knowledge about the main health problems
and the main risk factors in VDU work. Despite the fact that we know what the
problems are and what causes them, the incidence of health problems in VDU
work seems to be increasing rather than decreasing. Recent statistics from Sweden
show, for instance, that the reported number of occupational health complaints
related to repetitive strain injuries caused by VDU work increased by 30 % from
1997 to 1998. In the same period of time, occupational health problems related to
mouse use increased by 60 %. (Jonsson and Bratt Carlström, 2000).
Below I will briefly summarise the main health problems and risk factors in VDU
work, before moving on to a discussion about why the issue of users’ health is not
addressed in the systems development process. Paper II in this thesis discusses the
main health problems and the main risk factors in VDU work. The below section
is a summary of that discussion.

Main problems and risk factors
The main health problems in VDU work are visual discomfort and repetitive
strain injuries (RSI), including pain in the neck and shoulders, the mouse-arm
syndrome and problems with wrists and hands (Aarås, Horgen and Ro, 2000).
Stress-related symptoms, such as, headaches, stomach problems, irritation and
fatigue are also common (Smith, 1997). The different types of symptoms are,
moreover, interrelated.

8

Having been absent from work due to illness for more than one month in the
previous year.
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The main risk factors are found in the physical and psychosocial work
environment and in the work organisation. There are also risk factors that are
related to the computers and the software. The physical risk factors include poor
workstation9 design and constrained and static work postures. Risk factors in the
work organisation and job design include repetitive and stereotyped work, long
hours of computer use every day, high job demands and little or no control over
ones work. Psychosocial factors, such as, relations to management and colleagues
are also important for the well-being of the workers. (Wigaeus Tornqvist, et al,
2001, Smith, 1997, Bongers, et al, 1993, Aronsson, et al, 1994).
Risk factors related to the computers and the software are, for instance,
dependency on the computer, long response times, breakdowns and poor usability
(Aronsson, et al, 1994, Smith, 1997, Carayon, 1995, Leino, Ristimaki and
Huuhtanen, 1999).
The below figure (c.f. figure 1) shows a model illustrating the relations between
the main health problems and risk factors in VDU work. The figure is in no way
exhaustive as the interrelations between the components are complex. The inner
cloud contains the main health problems, the lines between them indicating that
they are interrelated. The outer cloud shows where the main risk factors are found,
as illustrated by the block arrows. The dotted arrows indicate that the design of
the computer systems (software) has impact on the other areas as described below.

Computers,
software & usability

Work place/station
design & work posture

Visual
discomfort

Repetitive
strain injuries

Stressrelated symptoms
Job design &
work organisation
e.g. no of hours
and repetitiveness

Management &
social support

Figure 1: A model illustrating the relations between the main health problems and
risk factors in VDU work.
9

For office work the workstation typically includes desk, chair, lighting,
computer monitor, keyboard, mouse, etc.
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The computers and the software have impact on virtually all the other areas. As
mentioned earlier, copmuter technology to a large extent shapes the work
organisation and job design in VDU work (see for instance, Clegg, et al, 1997,
Eason, 1997, Kuhn, 1996). The design of the computer systems also affects the
mouse use. For instance, if the information needed for a task is split up on several
screens/windows, the user may have to use the mouse several times in order to
complete the task. Computer systems may also have impact on the work posture,
for instance, if the font size is too small, the user may have to lean slightly
forward in order to read the text on the screen. The connection between computer
systems and relations to management and colleagues are perhaps not as obvious.
There is, however, evidence that the design of the computer systems influences,
management practices and social relationships at work (Smith, 1997).

Type of work
Certain types of VDU work are worse with regards to risk factors than others. In a
study of 1738 state employees, Aronsson, et al (1994) found that somatic and
psychological problems were more common in data entry work10 than in other
types of computer-based work, for instance, programming or CAD design. The
data entry group also reported more problems with typical stress factors, such as,
job control, work content and disruptions due to computer breakdowns (ibid). It
seems that jobs that to a large extent consist of data entry work entail less control
over, for instance, task pace, task order, breaks and deadlines. These jobs are also
more susceptible to computer breakdowns and long response times. The workers
in the lowest job stratum also report the highest increase in workload and job
demands as well as more problems with social contacts when tasks are
computerised (Smith, 1997).
Even if typical data entry work (e.g. typists) may be decreasing, computerisation
in the work place often creates the “wrong” type of work. Åborg (2001) found, for
instance, that the introduction of electronic case/document handling systems
increased the incidence of risk factors, such as, long work hours at the computer
without breaks, more repetitive and monotonous tasks, increased workload and
less task variability. Thus, the problem with health hazards in VDU work are not
automatically solved by the introduction of modern technology and automation of
routine tasks.

To sum it up
The above discussion shows that health complaints are a major problem in VDU
work. The main risk factors are common in many workplaces. Users often spend
long hours at the computer with repetitive and monotonous work. They have little
control over factors such as, task pace and task order. And computerisation may
cause increasing workloads (Åborg, 1994).
10

Work that consists mainly of typing in data, often in standard format.
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In any type of work, the work situation of the individual worker is shaped by a
number of development processes. These development processes also affect the
health risk factors. The development processes involved in VDU work include the
design and development of both hardware and software, organisation
development, job design and design of new work practices as well as the
development of the skills and expertise required to perform the tasks and operate
the computer systems. The development processes are, moreover, interrelated in
that they affect one another. If a new computer systems is being developed, this
will inevitably lead to changes in all the other areas as well. The figure below (c.f.
figure 2) illustrates the relations between the development processes and the
resulting work situation.

Organisational development
Skills and expertise development
Work practices/job design

Healthy
VDU work

Systems development

Figure 2: A model illustrating the relations between the main development
processes and the resulting work situation in VDU work.
In the next chapter I will discuss the role of the systems development process and
the relationship between that process and healthy (or unhealthy) VDU work.
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Systems development and sick
users
My discussion above indicates that users’ health problems are, partially, caused
by factors related to the systems development process. In the systems development process, decisions are made that will have impact on, for instance, how
much time the users will spend at the computer and their control over work pace
and task order. My experiences, and that of others (Clegg, et al, 1997), show that
the effects such matters have on users’ health are rarely addressed in the systems
development process.
The relationship between the systems development process and users’ health has
been acknowledged by the International Organization for Standardization - ISO.
The international standard ISO 9241 (Ergonomic requirements for office work
with visual display terminals) provides a framework for addressing health and
safety matters in VDU work. ISO 9241-1 (1997) states that “One of the main
concerns of ergonomics is to ensure that products and systems are fit for human
use. In general this involves matching the design of products or systems, including
displays, input devices, software, workplace, working environment and tasks, to
the characteristics, capabilities and limitations of potential users.” ISO 6385
(1981), furthermore, provides ergonomic principles for the design of work
systems. It contains detailed regulations for the design of the workspace taking
into consideration body posture, muscular strength, movement, etc. The design of
the work process shall “…safeguard the workers’ health and safety, promote their
well-being and facilitate task performance, in particular by avoiding overloading
and underloading.” (ibid, p 3).
The ISO recommendations as well as the Swedish legislation are unambiguous;
the risk factors in VDU work must be avoided, for instance, repetitiveness and
long hours of computer use (see National Institute for Working Life, 2002).
Moreover, the computer systems must be easy to use, serve their purposes and fit
the work practices as well as the limitations and capabilities of the users. When
designing or choosing computer systems, particular attention must be paid to
ergonomic principles. Yet, the results in our study reported in paper II indicate
that this does not always happen. Usability and users’ health issues are pushed
aside in systems development projects by a number of factors, including
developers’ attitudes, unclear responsibilities and economic and technical
constraints. The figures for health complaints in VDU work also speak for
themselves. They would not be as high as they are if proper attention were paid to
users’ health during the process of developing and introducing computer systems
in the workplace.
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The main issues
I think that one of the main concerns as regards health problems in VDU work is
the fit between work practices and the computer systems. Beyer and Holtzblatt
(1998) argue that computer systems must “…fit into the fabrics of everyday life”
(p 1); they must support the work practices. Poor fit creates stress in that it
prevents the workers from performing their tasks efficiently and effectively and
necessitates time-consuming work-arounds. Unfortunately, many systems are
poorly suited to the work practices. I once interviewed a user who was so
frustrated with the some 20 applications and 4 different platforms on her computer
that she was literally shouting. Not at me, but at her computer. There is also
abundant evidence of poor fit between work practices and computer systems in
literature, see for instance Sachs (1995) and Eason (1997).
Furthermore, I believe that users’ health concerns require particular measures
during the development, introduction and use of computer systems. The causes of
poor health in VDU work are to be found in hardware and software design as well
as in the work organisation and job design. This necessitates designing the work
organisation, job design and the physical layout of the workplace in parallel with
the computer system. In paper III we discuss the implications of looking at a
potential health hazard as a software design problem. Our results indicate that
integrating health issues in the early design phases helps in clarifying requirements on the computer system, as well as on the work organisation and job
design.
Addressing users’ health issues requires a view or “perspective” of work that has
the power to capture a large number of interrelated aspects and turn them into
design of the computer system as well as the work organisation. In this section I
will discuss different perspectives of work and the implications they have on
design, among other things, the need for a user-centred approach. I will then
discuss the use case approach (see for instance Jacobsen, et al, 1995) to systems
development, currently one of the most influential development approaches, and
its implications for users’ health. Finally, I will discuss whether or not the
concepts of usability and user experience can be used to address users’ health
aspects in systems development.

Different perspectives of work
As mentioned above, one crucial matter is the view on work represented in the
development process. For the rest of this thesis I will discuss work in terms of
work systems, i.e. “…a combination of people and work equipment, acting
together in the work process, to perform the work task, at the work space, in the
work environment, under the conditions imposed by the work task.” (ISO 6385,
1981, p 1).
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Nurminen (1987) discusses three different views or perspectives on work systems:

•
•
•

The systems theoretical perspective (SyP) – emphasises the technical system
and formal aspects in a work system.
The socio-technical perspective (SoP) – stresses the differences between
people and technology and the interface between the two. It takes into account
the social aspects as well as technical and formal aspects.
The humanistic perspective (HuP) – stresses the human being in the work
system. All components in the work system have social implications,
including the technical system.

According to Nurminen (ibid), the perspectives differ along a number of
dimensions, for instance, the view on knowledge. In the SyP perspective,
knowledge consists of objective data that map reality. It can therefore be
separated from the context and collected in a database. In HuP, knowledge can
never be separated from the context and the “knower”. Knowledge always has a
certain meaning to the person having it, based on the situation and his/her preconceived notions. That particular meaning cannot be passed on to others by
means of mere data. The SoP view on knowledge is similar to that of SyP, but
with more emphasis on the context.
The perspectives also differ as regards the views on communication. Where SyP
and SoP hold that communication basically takes place between the human and
the computer, HuP holds that all communication is man-to-man, even humancomputer interaction. The most decisive difference, however, is the view of
human beings. SyP sees humans as rather irresponsible, unreliable and fuzzy
components in an otherwise logical system. SoP, and HuP, hold that human
beings are active users and accountable for their actions.
Nurminen’s conclusion (ibid), as well as my own, is that no one perspective is
sufficient for creating a picture of a work system that is rich enough to guide
design. Nevertheless, SyP has had and still has a pre-dominant position in many
systems development approaches. They provide little support for capturing the
social and human aspects of work called for in SoP and HuP. Below I will discuss
the implications for systems development of the broader view on work provided
primarily in SoP. HuP discusses a number of important aspects on work but
focuses on the individual user. This makes it less suitable as a background for my
discussion, and I will leave it out to simplify matters somewhat.

Work as socio-technical system – implications for
computer systems design
Vicente (1998) argues that most work systems are complex socio-technical
systems. They are characterised by, for instance, large problem spaces, communication between many people, multiple perspectives and backgrounds of the people
involved, high risks and uncertainty. Work systems are also dynamic and subject
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to disturbances from the surroundings. Vicente’s description fits well with my
own experiences from the development of bespoke computer systems. No matter
how simple a piece of work may seem at a quick glance, it is always made up of a
surprisingly complex web of actions, communication, interaction, coordination,
mishaps, misunderstandings, unexpected interruptions, etc. Little human activity
takes place in isolation – we act within a particular social context as well as a
physical context that shape and are shaped by the activity. In addition, the abilities
and limitations of the human mind shape our actions. Thus, all these factors must
be taken into account when analysing and describing a work system.
Many systems development approaches have their roots in the systems theoretical
perspective (SyP) emphasising the technical and formal aspects of work.
Knowledge is seen as data that can be stored in a database, and work is seen as
processing that data according to certain, pre-defined rules (Harris and Henderson,
1999, for instance, provide an interesting discussion on the “bureaucratic view” of
work). People are there to input data to the system. As a result, work analyses in
these approaches cover formal aspects of information processing tasks only. This
may seem natural, since the focus of the analysis must be the tasks that will be
supported by the system. Anything outside these tasks may be considered as of no
concern to the software developers and a waste of time. Work is, however, so
much more than the information processing reflected in SyP.
Thus, I would like to argue that it is absolutely necessary to move beyond the predominant systems theoretical perspective in systems development to (at least) a
socio-technical perspective of work. In order to design for healthy work you have
to create a rich picture of it. Sachs (1995) argues, for instance, that the view of
work within a context can be explicit, i.e. jobs are made up of a set of tasks that
can be defined once and for all, or tacit and activity-oriented where work is seen
as a complex range of activities, communication, relationships and coordination.
Both views are equally necessary in a work system analysis. No simplifying
descriptions are rich enough to guide design.

Designing for work – the user-centred approach
I firmly believe that understanding and designing for healthy work requires a usercentred design and development approach (UCD). “You can’t figure out what
people want, need, can do, and will do without talking to them.” (Gould, Boies
and Ukelson, 1997, p 235).
UCD is, however, rather a fuzzy concept and difficult to apply. In paper I we
discuss the problems with UCD and suggest a new definition that elaborates on
the principles underpinning UCD. Below I will briefly summarise the main
problems, and what, in my view, is at the heart of UCD.
User-centred systems design or development has been around as a concept since
the mid 80’s (Norman and Draper, 1986). The concept is used in a variety of
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situations and contexts, to label anything from a new usability evaluation
technique to entire systems development models, involving or not involving users.
Such ambiguous use of UCD leaves it open to misinterpretations and misuse and
makes it difficult to apply. UCD has also been criticized for being vague and
fuzzy. Constantine and Lockwood (1999) suggest “usage-centered design” instead
of UCD on the grounds that UCD “… is a loose collection of human-factors
techniques united under a philosophy of understanding the users and involving
them in design ….. Although helpful, none of these techniques can replace good
design.” (Constantine and Lockwood, 2002, p 43) One may agree with the
criticism, but not necessarily with the remedy – replacing user involvement and
user focus with a model-based approach to task analysis and design.
So, what is at the heart of user-centred design? From a users’ health point of view,
the crucial aspect is creating a holistic understanding of the work situation, the
needs and the concerns of the users. Holistic in the meaning of integrating aspects,
such as, work organisation, job design, job satisfaction, productivity and health.
Systems development may be seen as a process of learning. The development
team learns about the users’ needs and work situation. The users learn about the
possibilities available with the new technology and how they can be put to use in
their own situation. This process will, if it works, create a shared understanding of
the system under development and the future work situation. The definitions and
principles of UCD suggested by, for instance Gould11, et al, (1997) and ISO
13407 (1999) are means for creating that understanding and acting on it.
The first principle of Gould, et al, (1997) emphasises the need for involving users
in the process of developing computer systems. Systems development is,
however, full of obstacles to doing just that. Wilson, et al (1996 and 1997)
identified a number of obstacles to user involvement including obtaining access to
users, users not taking active part in the meetings and users not understanding the
models being used to capture their needs. Poltrock and Grudin (1994) identified a
number of obstacles to good user interface design in product development
organisations, including obtaining access to users and lack of communication
among those who share the responsibility for the user interface. In paper II we
describe yet another set of obstacles to focusing on usability and users’ need in inhouse systems development. All of these obstacles severely circumscribe the
development team’s possibilities of getting to understand the users and their
11

Gould, and his colleagues, identified four principles for designing for usability
in a number of subsequent papers, spanning from 1983 to 1997 (Gould, Boies and
Ukelson, 1997). These four principles have become a de facto definition of usercentred design. They are a) early – and continual – focus on users, b) empirical
measurements, c) iterative design and d) integrated design – wherein all aspects of
usability evolve together. ISO has defined human-centred design (ISO 13407,
1999) using very much the same principles as Gould, et al, with the addition of
“an appropriate allocation of function between users and technology” and “multidisciplinary design” (ibid, p 3).
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needs. The developers have to base their design decisions on poorly grounded
notions about the users, conjecture, their own preferences and various standards
and guidelines for “look and feel”, if they make these decisions at all. Many
design decisions just “happen” as a result of other activities. They simply emerge
from somebody doing a bit of modelling or programming (Gulliksen, Göransson
and Lif, 2001).
The Swedish Work Environment Act (Swedish Work Environment Authority,
2001) actually prescribes user or worker participation in any development process
where the intention is to change the organisation of their work. This includes
development of computer systems. ISO 13407 (1999) also prescribes active user
involvement in systems design – primarily from a utilitarian point of view. Users
are a valuable source of knowledge about their tasks, etc. Workers who participate
in the process of change also report higher levels of work satisfaction after the
changes have been implemented (Smith, 1997). Thus, a user-centred approach is
not only desirable; it is required and prescribed for bespoke systems development.

Systems development in practice – using
use cases to understand work
In the above discussion I have argued that designing for healthy work requires a
user-centred approach and tools that allow for capturing a rich set of aspects in the
work system. The perspective of work underpinning the tools must allow for
identifying and describing social and human aspects, in addition to the technical
and formal aspects of work. The next question is, what is on offer as regards work
analysis tools in the systems development department? How is work captured and
described in the typical systems development model?
Use cases12 are widely used to capture requirements and users’ needs in systems
development. Use cases are, for instance, central in Rational Unified Process
(RUP) (Kruchten, 1998), currently the most influential systems development
model in Sweden. In the software engineering community, many consider use
cases as the means for understanding users’ needs and integrating HCI concerns
into the systems development process. It is therefore of particular interest to take a
look at their suitability as a tool for building an understanding the work situation,
the tasks and the users. What are the basic assumptions about the human mind and
human action in the use case approach and what does this imply for the design of
the computer system?
12

A use case is a “complete course of events in the system, seen from the user’s
perspective” (Jacobsen, et al, 1995, p 157). Use cases are interconnected in a use
case model, using a particular notation based on symbols like boxes and arrows.
Stick figures are used to represent people. The use case provides a textual, stepwise description of a task, together with information about the goal, scope, who
performs the use case, etc.
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Despite their popularity and seeming simplicity, use cases are not that simple to
apply. There is no agreed-upon definition of what a use case is, what it should
cover, how it should be described, etc. Use cases do not address usability and are
not particularly well suited for communicating with users, catering as they do to
the needs of the software developers rather than the users. Constantine and
Lockwood (1999) suggest essential use cases (EUC) to replace ordinary
(concrete) use cases. The main difference between essential use cases and
concrete use cases is the level of abstraction. Essential use cases have a high level
of abstraction and do not contain any interaction details. Constantine and
Lockwood (ibid) argue that essential use cases address some of the problems and
weaknesses of concrete use cases, for instance, their lack of usability focus and
their poor support for user interface design. In addition, Constantine and
Lockwood emphasise the importance of designing tools that “…fit the purposes
for which they will be used.” and of focusing “…on the work that users are trying
to accomplish and on what the software will need to supply via the user interface
to help them accomplish it.” (ibid, p 23).
Admittedly, use cases (and presumably essential use cases) are an improvement as
compared to, for instance, function-oriented or feature-oriented descriptions. Use
cases provide a procedural description of what the users want to do with the
computer system. I would nevertheless like to argue that essential use cases, as
well as concrete use cases, carry with them a number of problems and
shortcomings as regards their suitability for designing for work and integrating
users’ health aspects. The below discussion summarises my main concerns (for
the full discussion, please refer to paper IV). I use essential use cases as the
starting point of the discussion, simply because they are fairly well defined and
described. Essential use cases are supposed to be superior to concrete use cases
regarding usability and user interface design. Thus, one may safely assume that
the criticism below is valid for concrete use cases as well.
The EUC approach, or usage-centred design (ibid) emphasises the information
flow and information processing aspects of work and conforms to the technical
and formal view of work in the systems theoretical perspective (SyP). It also holds
that human beings are fundamentally different from automatic components in a
system, thus leaning towards the socio-technical (SoP) or even humanistic (HuP)
perspective. In practice, however, essential use cases capture but a few social and
human aspects of work, making the system theoretical perspective the predominant one.
ISO 13407 states that “Tasks should not be described solely in terms of the
functions or features provided by a product or system” (ISO 13407, 1999, p 6).
Yet, this is exactly what essential use cases do. They only capture information that
pertains directly to the information processing tasks that will be supported by the
system. The emphasis is on the one user enacting use cases with the system. The
social context is not taken into account. Human-human interaction is not
addressed unless it is mediated by the system. Nor are organisational matters
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discussed. This may result in a system and user interface that ignores all those
aspects, making it hard for users to deal with them whilst interacting with the
system.
Essential use cases describe the goals and the sub-goals of the user. The example
below describes a user wanting to withdraw cash from an automatic teller
(Constantine and Lockwood, 1999, p 105)
GettingCash
USER INTENTION

SYSTEM RESPONSIBILITY

identify self
verify identity
offer choices

choose
dispense cash

take cash

Human activity is, however, both intentional, i.e. goal-driven, and situated, i.e.
controlled by circumstances in the situation (see Human-computer interaction – ).
Goals are not always that simple to identify and describe. There are often implicit,
secondary goals or intentions that are not clear, even to the people involved. In
socio-technical systems, goals can be vague or even unknown from the outset of
an activity and actions are generated on-line in real time. Moreover, the situated
nature of human action requires a different approach than just looking at the goals.
Vicente (1999) argues that computer systems must support all the different
strategies that the users may adopt to accomplish a particular goal. Thus, in
addition to identifying and describing the primary goals of each task, we must
identify all secondary goals and support them. And we must identify different
strategies of accomplishing all goals, primary as well as secondary ones. The
essential use case approach, being based on the explicit goals of each task,
provides poor support for identifying secondary goals and different strategies to
achieving the goals.
Moreover, in usage-centred design the user is described by means of one or more
roles (Constantine and Lockwood, 1999). Each role describes an abstract
collection of characteristics, and singles out those aspects that particularly relate
to the system. The example below illustrates how roles are described in usagecentred design. It describes a user role for a laptop presentation package (ibid, p
81):
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RoutineMinimalistPresenter:
frequent use; rapid, easy operation; unsophisticated uses; simple,
standard formats: bulleted lists, bar charts, pie charts, graphs,
etc.; standard clip-art.

Roles and role models are certainly an improvement in that they help software
developers think about the different ways users may relate to a system. But roles
are not people, whereas users are. People act outside their roles in accordance
with the circumstances of the situation. Role models do not allow for this outsiderole-acting, and may result in computers systems that are rigid and inflexible.
Finally, the EUC approach is explicitly not user-centred, instead it is usagecentred, placing “…the work above the worker” (ibid, p 481). Users may be
invited to modelling sessions where they are viewed as resources and contributors,
but Constantine and Lockwood discourage from involving users too much. There
are two problems with this attitude. Firstly, the attitude disempowers the users in
the systems development process. Such attitudes prevent users from having real
impact on the computer system and excludes them from all decisions regarding
their future work situation. Secondly, the main part of talking about and
describing work is done in the modelling sessions, away from the actual work
context. But, in order to properly understand what users do and why, you have to
watch them do things and talk about their work within the work context. I do not
see how using models, as opposed to other notations, will solve the problems with
contextual knowledge. You cannot take users away from their context and expect
them to be any the better to answer questions about how they do things simply
because you use models based on stick figures, boxes and arrows. In particular if
you insist on using “geek speak” and “computer-like” notations for describing
things, for instance, “gettingCash” and “RoutineMinimalistPresenter”.
The above discussion indicates that the essential use case approach carries with it
a number of weaknesses, emerging from its basic assumptions about human
beings and human activity and its limited scope. These are weaknesses that it
shares with many other approaches to systems development, not least the concrete
use cases in RUP. Such approaches provide poor support for integrating users’
health aspects into the systems development process and designing computer
systems that fit the work practices.
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Usability – a glimmer of hope?
“It is not the utility, but the useability of a thing that is in question”
Thomas De Quincey, 1842, cited in Shackel, 1984
VDU work is mainly cognitive (as opposed to physical), i.e. related to the
“…mental process of knowing, including aspects such as awareness, perception,
reasoning, and judgment.” (http://www.dictionary.com/). Electronic case
handling, for instance, comprises perceiving and collecting information from
computer, client or form and reasoning about and making decisions based on that
information (Gulliksen and Sandblad, 1995). One problem in VDU work is that
the users often must use their cognitive capacities to operate the system, rather
than perform their tasks, due to, among other things, poorly designed user
interfaces. The problems include navigation problems, short-term memory load,
inconsistent information coding and problems with identifying the status of the
process. Such problems create cognitive workload that adds to the general
workload and creates stress reactions (Åborg, Sandblad, Gulliksen and Lif, in
press). Cognitive work as such has, moreover, been shown to influence
physiological stress indicators. A study by Hjortskov, et al, (2001) indicated that a
combination of physical and mental load increased the blood pressure in the
subjects, regardless of other stressors. Thus, it is very likely that there are
connections between stress reactions and the design and usability of computer
systems. A study by Leino, Ristimäki and Huuhtanen (1999) actually shows that
there is a relationship between usability and the psychological well-being of users.
The question is whether or not the concept of usability supports addressing users’
health aspects in systems development. Below, I will try to answer that question.

Usability – some definitions
Usability was introduced in systems development to account for mainly cognitive
aspects in the human-computer system. There are a number of definitions of
usability, differing in some slight ways. In the below discussion, I have chosen the
ISO definition(s) of usability. It is an international standard and widely used as
opposed to other definitions of usability or related concepts. Looking into the ISO
standards, however, I found that there are (at least) two different definitions of
usability as well as the similar concept quality in use. ISO 9241-11 (Ergonomic
requirements for office work with visual display terminals, 1998) defines the
concept of usability. ISO 9126-1 (Information technology – Software product
quality, 2000) defines usability and quality in use. ISO 14598 (Information
technology – Software product evaluation) provides yet another definition of
quality in use. Table 1 below lists the concepts and their definitions.
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ISO 9241-11
Usability

“Extent to which a product can be used by specified users
to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency
and satisfaction in a specified context of use.13”
(ISO 9241-11, 1998, p 2).

9126-1
Usability

”The capability of the software product to be understood,
learned, used and attractive to the user, when used under
specified conditions.”
(ISO 9126-1, 2000, p 9)

ISO 9126-1
Quality in use

“The capability of the software product to enable specified
users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness,
productivity, safety and satisfaction in specified contexts
of use.”
(ISO 9126-1, 2000, p 12)

ISO 14598
Quality in use

“…the extent to which a product used by specified users
meets their needs to achieve specified goals with
effectiveness, productivity and satisfaction in specified
contexts of use.”
(quoted in ISO 9126-1, 2000, p 20)

Table 1: ISO provides (at least) two concepts and three definitions to cover “the
useability of things”.
In the ISO 9241-11 definition of usability effectiveness and efficiency are both
related to objective measures of the goal attainment and productivity of the user
whereas satisfaction is a measure of the subjective experiences and attitudes of the
user. ISO 9241-11 includes utility or usefulness, i.e. it takes usability beyond
ease-of-use and ease-of-learning. The ISO 9126-1 definition of usability, on the
other hand, reduces the concept to ease-of-use and ease-of-learning of given
functionality, excluding the utility aspect. Utility as well as efficiency are instead
covered by quality characteristics in the ISO 9126-1 quality in use concept. Thus,
the 9241-11 definition of usability and the 9126-1 definition differ in several
respects.
The ISO 9126-1 definition of quality in use is very similar to the 9241-11
definition of usability, with the exception of safety. Quality in use represents the
users’ view on quality. It is measured in use, but draws on six quality
characteristics internal or external to the computer system. These are functionality, reliability, usability, efficiency, maintainability, and portability. To
13

Effectiveness is defined as “Accuracy and completeness with which users
achieve specified goals.”. Efficiency means “ Resources expended in relation to
the accuracy and completeness with which users achieve goals.”. And satisfaction
is defined as “Freedom from discomfort, and positive attitudes towards the use of
the product”. (ISO 9241-11, 1998, p 2).
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complicate matters even further, the ISO 14598 definition of quality in use is
virtually identical to the 9241-11 definition of usability.
To sum it up, there are two different concepts and three different definitions that
cover almost the same thing. None of the definitions does, however, explicitly
cover users’ health aspects. The different standards and definitions are intended
for different target groups, which may explain the discrepancies. Nevertheless,
ISO has found it necessary to publish guidelines for when and how to use the
different definitions, see for instance, Bevan (1995). The below figure illustrates
these relations.

Different concepts
same definition

9241-11 - Usability
Effectiveness, efficiency,
and satisfaction
utility
no safety

14598 - Quality in Use
Effectiveness, productivity
and satisfaction

utility
no safety

Same concept
different definitions

Same concept
different definitions
no utility
no safety

9126-1 - Usability
Understandability, learnability
operability, attractiveness,

utility
and safety

Quality in use
draws on usability

9126-1 - Quality in Use
Effectiveness, productivity,
safety and satisfaction

Figure 2: An illustration of two different concepts and three different definitions
provided by ISO to cover “the useability of a thing”, as described in table 1.
Choosing one concept and one definition is not a simple matter. Usability
according to ISO 9241-11 is, however, the most widely used definition. I will
therefore use that definition in my discussion about usability and users’ health
concerns.
As shown above, 9241-11 does not explicitly cover safety and health matters, but
may do so implicitly by means of the satisfaction aspect. According to ISO,
satisfaction means “Freedom from discomfort, and positive attitudes towards the
use of the product.” (ISO 9241-11, 1998, p 2). In the dictionary, discomfort is
explained in terms of mental or bodily distress; “…Want of comfort; uneasiness,
mental or physical; disturbance of peace; inquietude; pain; distress; sorrow….. the
state of being tense and feeling pain.” (www.dictionary.com). These definitions of
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discomfort clearly cover health complaints, such as, neck and shoulder pain, the
mouse-arm syndrome and stress-related symptoms. According to ISO 9241-11
satisfaction measures can be obtained from “…rate of absenteeism,… or from
health problem reports….” (ibid, p 5). Hence, the ISO definition provides a clear
connection between the satisfaction aspect of usability and health problems in
VDU work. Moreover, the introduction to 9241-11 states that it “…focuses on
usability and does not provide comprehensive coverage of all objectives of
ergonomic design referred to in ISO 6385. However, design for usability will
contribute positively to ergonomic objectives, such as the reduction of possible
adverse effects of use on human health, safety and performance.” (ibid, p 1).
But does the usability concept provide sufficient support to work with users’
health concerns in systems development? Our studies (paper II and paper III)
indicate that such is not the case. And so does the Clegg study (1997), in which
respondents claimed that a majority of the projects addressed usability but not
occupational health matters. How come usability fails in that respect? In the
below section I will take a look at how usability is addressed in practice.

Usability in practice
The ISO definitions of usability say one thing, but what aspects does usability
cover in practice? What do design guidelines and sets of ergonomic criteria
include in the usability concept?
Van Welie, et al (van Welie, van der Veer and Eliëns, 1999) compare different
ways of breaking down usability. They suggest a layered model for usability with
the ISO definition, and the three variables effectiveness, efficiency and
satisfaction, on the top level. The middle level consists of usage indicators that
can be observed, for instance, learnability, number of errors and memorability.
The bottom level consists of means that contribute to one or several usage
indicators, for instance, consistency, adaptability and task conformance. Some of
the usage indicators and means do implicitly point to health issues, for instance,
task conformance (fit between system and work practices) and shortcuts (the
mouse-arm syndrome). But there are no explicit connections, and I do not see that
applying these means will necessarily solve the main health problems in VDU
work.
There are numerous guidelines for designing for usability, for instance, Nielsen’s
ten heuristics (1994). These heuristics include visibility of system status, match
between system and the real world, consistency and standards, flexibility and
efficiency of use. Tognazzini (2001) lists a number of principles including,
anticipating the users’ wants and needs, designing for colour-blind people, using
defaults, readability and visible navigation. There are also hosts of guidelines on
how to design usable web sites and applications, as well as product style guides.
Some of these principles and guidelines touch on matters that have a bearing on
the users’ health and well-being. Tognazzini (ibid), for instance, emphasises the
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importance of keeping the users informed about the status of the system, since
“…failing status information, will tend to maintain heightened pressure on
themselves during slow periods, until the moment the work actually runs out. This
will stress and fatigue them unnecessarily, so that when the next rush occurs, they
may be lacking the physical and mental reserves to handle it.”
The majority of the guidelines are, however, based on human cognitive and
perceptive abilities and limitations, rather than health considerations. None of
them really addresses the main risk factors for occupational health problems in
VDU work other than in circumstantial ways.
ISO 9241-10 (1996) specifies a number of principles for dialogue design,
including suitability for the task, controllability and error tolerance. These
principles are also based on cognitive capabilities and limitations. They do not
explicitly address occupational health and safety in broad terms, such as, mental
and physical variation, social support and computer dependence. Suitability for
the task requires, for instance, that no irrelevant information be displayed and that
the format of output and input should be appropriate for the task. These guidelines
address task suitability on a detail level, but fail to take into account whether or
not the task as a whole is designed to reduce the risks of occupational health
problems. The principle of controllability addresses control on a dialogue
sequence level, for instance, that no field should be erased or modified until the
user signals completion of data entry. It does not mention that the users should be
able to control the task on an overall task level, for instance, that the users must be
able to prioritise tasks and switch between tasks when required.
Usability metrics has been suggested as one way of integrating usability into
systems development (see the usability engineering approach, Mayhew, 1999, and
ISO 13407, 1999). In the usability engineering approach measurable usability
goals drive the design and help in treating usability in the same way as other
quality goals. The usability goals suggested in literature typically address matters,
such as, time to complete a task, per cent of task completed and number of errors
as well as measures of subjective judgements (Dix, et al, 1998). Although
usability goals are related to health risk factors, for instance, time pressure and
workload, there is no guidance on how to specify and measure goals for the actual
risk factors themselves. Judging from my own experience of systems
development, and that of my colleagues, the usability metrics approach is rarely
used. One reason may be that usability goals can be difficult to specify and
measure. Another reason is that other factors often drive the design and control
the development projects, for instance, technical limitations and deadlines. Thus, I
doubt that specifying health goals in systems development would do much
towards eliminating health problems in VDU work. Such goals would have to be
combined with other activities and methods for integrating health aspects in the
development process.
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My conclusion is that it is necessary to address usability in systems development
projects. But the concept of usability is not sufficient for addressing users’ health
matters. There is little in the guidelines and usability practices that help in
designing computer systems so that occupational health problems can be
eliminated, or at least reduced to an acceptable level.

User experience – an alternative to usability
Within the areas of web applications, e-business and mobile communication, the
concept of user experience has taken the place of usability. According to Nielsen
and Norman (1998-2002) user experience “…encompasses all aspects of the enduser’s interaction with the company, its services, and its products.” Microsoft
provides a similar definition of user experience whereas IBM (IBM) uses the term
“total user experience”. This concept includes purchasing and conditions,
packaging, set-up and installation, learning to use, general use and support,
upgrade and migration and end-of-life.
The IconProcess (2001-2002) comprises activities for ensuring user experience,
including understanding the target users, their needs and environments, setting
priorities, developing information architecture and visual design and usability
testing. The main difference between the user experience workflow in
IconProcess, and a “standard” usability approach to systems development seems
to be the emphasis on creativity and an aesthetically appealing design, based on
business and brand strategies.
These definitions suggest that the main differences between user experience and
usability are the emphasis on aesthetic aspects and on aspects outside the actual
use of the system or product, for instance purchase and installation. Constantine
and Lockwood (2002) argue that user experience in web applications comprises
usability and aesthetics where the aesthetic aspects often get the upper hand – “…
the design proved a usability disaster, in no small part because of the aesthetic
design.” (ibid, p 43).
User experience has come with the moving of computers out of the office and
production. Moeslinger (1997) argues that the needs of the home user are
significantly different as compared to the professional user. In the home,
emotional aspects are of greater importance, and efficiency and productivity
matter less. Moeslinger includes practical experience, sensory experience and
emotional experience in rich user experience.
Thus, user experience may be seen as a way of taking the use of computer systems
out of the work situation into the area of entertainment, pleasure and use for
personal purposes. It adds aspects such as aesthetics, pleasure, fun and
excitement. It places a strong emphasis on the subjective experiences the users
have with the product and it takes into account elements of chance and the
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emotional state of the user. It broadens the scope of interaction from the actual use
situation to the user being attracted to, choosing, buying, unpacking, installing and
throwing away the system or product. These aspects are essential when
developing computer systems or other products for personal, discretionary use.
But they do not address occupational health problems in VDU work.
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Discussion and conclusions
VDU work is hazardous – people get ill from working with computers. As my
discussion above shows, the risk factors are found in the physical environment as
well as in the psychosocial environment in the workplace. Many risk factors are,
moreover, directly or indirectly related to the computers and the software. I firmly
believe, that in order to eliminate or reduce the risk factors, occupational health
matters must be addressed in the process of developing and introducing computer
systems in the workplace.
These thoughts are not novel. The ISO 13407 process (ISO, 1999), for instance,
includes activities for identifying health and safety risks. My aim has been to go
beyond the recommendations and to identify and describe some of the
connections between the systems development process, usability and users’ health
problems. I have compiled information and knowledge from different areas of
research and practice attempting to answer the question why users’ health
concerns are not addressed in the systems development process. The below
discussion provides some answers.
The fragmentation of knowledge and practices is, I believe, a fundamental
problem standing in the way of integrating health aspects. There are several areas
of research and practice that address human and social aspects, including health
problems, in VDU work. But, they do it from completely different viewpoints,
singling out certain aspects and ignoring others. Occupational health (OH)
research, for instance, concerns above all physiological and psychosocial aspects
in the work environment. HCI on the other hand, focuses on the particular
problems that come with cognitive work. Systems development, finally, to a large
extent focuses on aspects pertaining to information processing, separating
knowledge from the knower and work from the worker.
I do not argue that all different aspects should be subsumed under one and the
same area. Instead, it takes a multi-disciplinary and integrated approach to the
development and introduction of computer systems. The causes of poor health in
VDU work are found in hardware and software design as well as in the work
organisation and job design. This necessitates designing the work organisation,
job design and the physical layout of the workplace in parallel and coordinated
with the design of the computer system. As pointed out by Clegg, et al, (1997)
few systems development approaches address matters outside the actual software
design. The use-case driven approach in RUP, for instance, does not explicitly
address occupational health matters. Nor do essential use cases (Constantine and
Lockwood, 1999). Usage-centred design (the EUC approach) is limited to
designing and developing the user interface – assuming that work practices, job
design, etc, are already in place. The work analysis tools used in these
development approaches do not capture enough information in the work context
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to guide design for healthy VDU work. Nor do they address the matters of
organisational development and job design in parallel with the systems
development process. Contextual design (Beyer and Holtzblatt, 1998), on the
other hand, captures a fairly rich picture of work and emphasises the importance
of designing work practices in parallel with the system. But the contextual design
approach is often considered too time consuming. It is indeed paradoxical that
trying to understand the users and their needs must not take too much time and be
too demanding, whereas RUP, being a “heavy” and demanding process, has been
enthusiastically embraced by the software community.
ISO 13407 (1999) recommends evaluations of the system in real use to make sure
that it meets the organisational and user needs over an extended period of use.
Some of the effects are not identifiable until the system has been used for a period
of time. In contract development and in-house development, the business
agreement often puts a stop to evaluations of long-term effects. A contract for
systems development typically concludes with the delivery and implementation of
the system in the workplace, based on acceptance tests prior to or immediately
after installation. Short-term goals, usability goals, functional requirements, etc,
may be verified in such tests, but not long-term goals and health effects. The
responsibility for the system is then handed over to some operations and
maintenance team making it difficult to amend serious usability flaws and adverse
effects on the users’ health. Since the business agreement drives the development
process, I think that this is not so much a weakness in the systems development
model as in the business model.
I have also argued above that in order to be able to design for healthy VDU work
you must apply a user-centred systems development process (UCD). UCD is,
however, not about paying attention to users in order to make them feel better, as
Constantine and Lockwood make it out (1999 and 2002). At the heart of the usercentred approach is building a deep and shared understanding of the users’ needs,
the current and the future work situation as well as the opportunities provided by
new technology. I firmly believe that this requires contextual14 approaches and
tools that capture not only the bare essentials of information processing, but also
the full complexity of the context in which the information processing takes place
(see for instance Beyer and Holtzblatt, 1998). It also requires that users be
actively involved in the process. There is no way round the fact that in the
development of bespoke systems, the users know infinitely more about their work
than do the software developers. Users must be allowed to express their needs
using representations that are familiar to them. Moreover, it requires that design
suggestions be represented in such a way that the users can fully understand and
evaluate their impact on the future work situation.

14 Contextual in this context, means based on field studies and visits at real
workplaces, looking at users and talking to them while they are doing their work.
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Yet usage-centred design and RUP are explicitly not user-centred. Constantine
and Lockwood, for instance, discourage from involving users too much on the
grounds that users are not designers and know nothing about systems
development, usability and technical trade-offs. Users are furthermore supposed
to be non-innovative, prone to asking for what they already have, or too
innovative, conjuring up images of fantastic, but completely impractical, features
and facilities (Constantine and Lockwood, 1999). Moreover, use cases are
typically identified and specified in modelling sessions with (or without) users
away from the work context.
In theory, the ISO definition of usability could be used to address occupational
health problems. But, as shown above, there is little in the guidelines and usability
definitions that help in designing the users’ work organisation and work practices
so that health risk factors can be avoided. Usability often focuses on the one
system being built, and does not address matters, such as, the time spent at the
computer and computer dependency. If usability provides limited support for
addressing users’ health concerns, the user experience concept provides even less.
It has emerged with the introduction of computers into contexts outside work and
primarily emphasises aspects, such as, aesthetics and emotions, in addition to
usability, but leaves out users’ health issues completely.
The below conclusions sum up my discussion on users’ health, systems
development and usability:

•

•

•

Popular systems development approaches, such as, RUP and usage-centred
design provide poor support for designing for healthy work. They focus on the
formal information processing aspects of work only, and are, furthermore, not
user-centred.
Using systems development approaches with such limited scope in
combination with a business model for development that does not support
evaluations of long-term effects makes it extremely difficult to address users’
health concerns during systems development.
Addressing usability matters (or for that matter “user experience”) during
systems development is necessary but not sufficient. The concepts are too
narrow to address all aspects of users’ health.

The above discussion may seem discouraging. There is hope, however, but it
takes much effort and basically a change of attitudes in the software industry, in
particular in-house development. Designing for healthy VDU work requires a
truly user-centred approach. We have specified a number of principles for usercentred design in paper I included in this thesis. These principles and our
definition of user-centred design represent a new attitude to systems development.
An attitude where the users’ needs drive the design and development process.
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These principles call for, among other things, contextual approaches and
participatory design activities, areas where much research is conducted. Paper II,
moreover, shows that all parties involved in systems development, from top
management down to the individual software developer, must be made aware of
the main health risks in VDU work, and how these can be avoided. Finally, it
requires that occupational health aspects be integrated and occupational health
expertise be involved in the systems development process. In paper III we
describe an attempt at integrating occupational health issues in the early phases of
software design. It shows promise in that it does not require new methods and
techniques, just new ways of using existing ones, for instance, contextual design
and usability evaluations of prototypes.
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This thesis consists of four papers, all of which are research efforts into user
centred systems development (UCD) and the integration of usability and
occupational health issues. Below, the papers are briefly described in the order of
appearance. The order in which they appear reflects a shift from basic issues in
UCD towards particulars of the systems development process and their
implications for usability and users’ health. The first paper provides a background
for my discussion in that it discusses a new definition and key principles for the
UCD concept. The second and third papers are case studies looking at particular
projects or design problems. In the last paper I take a look at a particular systems
development approach and its implications for usability and users’ health.
…//…
Paper I: Key Principles for User-Centered Systems Design.
Jan Gulliksen, Bengt Göransson, Inger Boivie, Stefan Blomkvist, Jenny Persson
and Åsa Cajander.
Description: In this paper we elaborate on the concept of user-centred design, or
user-centred systems design (UCSD) and suggest a definition. The definition
includes 12 key principles or best practices for the adoption of a user-centred
development process. The principles are based on current research and our own
experiences from a large number of systems development projects in various
domains.
My contribution: I have taken part in writing this paper and in formulating the
principles. My main contribution has been my own experiences from working
with UCSD as a practitioner for a number of years before becoming a PhD
student.
Publication: Submitted to INTERACT 2003.
…//…
Paper II: Why Usability Gets Lost or Usability in In-house Software
Development.
Inger Boivie, Carl Åborg, Jenny Persson and Mats Löfberg.
Description: This paper reports on a study about what happens to usability and
occupational health issues in in-house systems development. The study is based
on a number of interviews of software developers, usability people and users
about their attitudes to and practices for integrating usability and users’ health
concerns in the development process. The main conclusion is that several factors
combine to push usability and occupational health matters aside. Some of these
obstacles are attitudes, unclear responsibility, poor support for UCD and usability
in systems development models, ineffective user participation and usability and
users’ health being ignored or forgotten in decisions about the computer system,
its use and its design.
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My contribution: This paper is based on three independent studies, one of which I
conducted on my own. The results of that study are published in Boivie (2001). I
am the principle author and did most of the writing of paper II.
Publication: Re-submitted to the international journal Interacting with Computers.
…//…
Paper III: Designing for Health at Work.
Inger Boivie, Carl Åborg, Jenny Persson and Stefan Blomkvist.
Description: This paper argues for the integration of occupational health issues in
systems development projects. It describes a design case where we addressed the
problem of overview and control over the workload in electronic case handling,
since poor overview and control may cause stress-related disorders. The main aim
of our project was to find methods for involving occupational health expertise in
the early phases of design and development. Our results indicate that potential
health problems in VDU work can be addressed in the systems development
process by means of methods such as observation interviews, scenarios and
participatory design.
My contribution: In cooperation with the other authors, I planned and conducted
all parts of the study, participating in all its activities. The design case was
primarily my idea and I was the main initiator in setting up and conducting the
study, as well as the principal author of the paper.
Publication: This manuscript will, after adding results from a completing
evaluation, be submitted to an international journal.
…//…
Paper IV: Essential Use Cases and Users.
Inger Boivie.
Description: This paper provides a theoretical discussion on the suitability of
essential use cases (EUC) (Constantine and Lockwood, 1999) for addressing
usability and users’ health concerns in systems development. I compare the basic
assumptions about human beings and human activity in the EUC approach (usagecentred design) with theories from the HCI field. My main conclusion is that the
usage-centred approach provides poor support for integrating user’ health aspects.
This is a shortcoming it shares with other, similar approaches, such as the
concrete use case approach.
My contribution: I was the sole author of the paper, and the idea of looking at a
typical systems development approach to addressing human aspects in work was
entirely my own.
Publication: This paper was written as a part of a course on user perspectives in
HCI.
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Future work
The research issue and the initial results open up a large number of potential
research questions and studies. My future research will, however, continue to
focus on the systems development process and its relationship to usability and
occupational health issues, for instance:

•
•
•
•

What happens to usability and occupational health issues in the systems
development process? Where, when and why do such issues get lost?
What does the interaction design process look like? How is the design
created? Who has the responsibility for usability and occupational health
issues? Who makes the decisions?
How does a software developer think about usability and users’ health issues?
How are these attitudes reflected in his/her work?
What happens if you introduce usability and/or users’ health issues by means
of role, such as, the usability designer (Göransson and Sandbäck, 1999) in the
systems development process?

The overall intention of this research is to build knowledge that can be used for
developing methods for integrating usability and users’ health matters in systems
development.

How to go about it
Systems development is basically a social process, in which human beings interact
and communicate. Software developers, user representatives and project managers
interact, communicate, co-ordinate activities and resolve conflicts. Systems development is, in fact, a work system as described above. This means that research on
what happens in the systems development process requires an approach that has
the power to describe complex work systems. Below I discuss some research
approaches and their applicability to my future work.
Research approaches can be categorised along a number of different dimensions
and no one categorisation will completely cover the complexity of research. For
my discussion, however, I find the below categorisation (Kock, McQueen and
Scott, 2000) quite helpful. Kock, et al, suggest the following research approaches
for conducting information systems (IS) research:

•
•
•
•

Experimental research
Survey research
Case research
Action research
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The experimental approach is not suitable for my aims. Social processes cannot be
re-enacted in a laboratory. Setting up experiments in order to test hypotheses is
virtually impossible when investigating the systems development process. It is
controlled by a large number of interdependent variables that cannot be kept
constant at will. Nor can you set up two identical15 systems development projects
in “the field” and vary one or two variables alone, for instance, different ways of
addressing usability. You have virtually no control over what happens in a real
development project. Thus, none-experimental research approaches are required.
Case studies may be used in development process research to identify relations
and describe characteristics. A case study provides detailed information about
activities, interaction and events, which I consider of more interest than quantitative results, given the nature of my research. A survey would provide figures,
such as, “6 project managers out of 10 claim that their projects address usability
successfully”, but it would not say much about what exactly the project members
do and think about usability. Studying what happens in a particular project you get
a rich picture of the people, events and decisions that have impact on usability and
users’ health issues.
Action research, finally, has its origins in socio-psychological studies of social
and work life issues. Action research means that the researcher participates in the
community, organisation or project. An action research project comprises action
to bring about change and improvement, and research to add to the body of
knowledge within a particular research area (Dick, 1993). Thus, action research
generates knowledge about social processes and how best to improve them.
Based on the above discussion, I believe that the case study and action research
provide the best approaches for studying the systems development process. The
action research approach is, however, demanding and time-consuming. In order to
achieve sufficient scientific quality in action research, several cycles of
diagnosing, intervening, observing and reflecting are required. It also requires
commitment from an organisation and individuals in that organisation, to carry
out the measures and bring about the changes that are the very idea of action
research.
Given the organisations and projects that I will work with in the foreseeable
future, the case study and various qualitative data collection methods will, most
likely, be the best choice. We are already planning for a case study of an in-house
systems development project, where I hope to be able to follow the software
developers closely over an extended period of time. We are also planning for an
evaluation of the usability designer role, and similar roles, in several of our
partner organisations.
15

Identical as regards time schedules, participants, goals, technologies, etc.
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Abstract: The concept of user-centred systems design (UCSD) has no agreed upon definition. Consequently,
there is a great variety in the ways it is applied, which may lead to poor quality and poor usability in the resulting systems, as well as misconceptions about the effectiveness of UCSD. The purpose of this paper is to propose a definition of UCSD. We have identified 12 key principles for the adoption of a user-centred development
process, principles that are based on existing theory, as well as research in and experiences from a large number
of software development projects. The initial set of principles were applied and evaluated in a case study and
modified accordingly. These principles can be used to communicate the nature of UCSD, evaluate a development
process or develop systems development processes that support a user-centred approach.
Keywords: User-centred systems design, development, process, usability, methods

1 Purpose and Justification
This paper describes the results of our current
research into UCSD and our experiences of applying
UCSD in software development projects. Our
purpose has been to compile knowledge and experiences of UCSD, in order to give the concept a more
precise meaning and to increase its power. The main
point in our paper is that applying UCSD requires a
profound shift of attitudes in systems development,
and our main goal is to promote that attitude shift.

2 Background
Our main concern has been the lack of an agreed
upon definition of UCSD, turning it into a concept
with no real meaning. UCSD was originally coined
by Norman and Draper (1986). They emphasized the
importance of having a good understanding of the
users (but without necessarily involving them
actively in the process):
”But user-centred design emphasizes that the purpose
of the system is to serve the user, not to use a specific
technology, not to be an elegant piece of programming.
The needs of the users should dominate the design o f
the interface, and the needs of the interface should
dominate the design of the rest of the system.”(Norman,
1986)

Several other definitions and understandings have
been proposed over the years. The lack of a shared
understanding of the meaning of UCSD (or User-

Centered Design, UCD) has actually been pointed
out as a quality in its own right by Karat:
“I suggest we consider UCD an adequate label under
which to continue to gather our knowledge of how t o
develop usable systems. It captures a commitment the
usability community supports—that you must involve
users in system design—while leaving fairly open how
this is accomplished.”(Karat, 1997)

The consequence of such general and non-specific definitions of UCSD is that, in practice, it becomes a
quality with no real meaning.
We have therefore identified a set of key principlesi for UCSD. The principles summarize our research and experiences from software development
projects in a large number of organizations and projects. They are based on principles specified elsewhere (Gould, Boies & Ukelson, 1997, ISO 13407)
and on our experiences made from trying to apply
UCSD in systems development projects using processes such as the Rational Unified Process (Kruchten, 1998). Our principles also take into account the
Scandinavian tradition of extensive user involvement
in the development process (Greenbaum & Kyng,
1991) in some communities known as participatory
design. Other well-known approaches, such as,
contextual design (Beyer & Holzblatt, 1998), goaldirected design (Cooper, 1999) and usability engineering (Mayhew, 1998; Nielsen, 1993) have also
contributed to the result.
i

A principle is a commonly accepted fundamental rule
or law that can be used to define other principles.

Figure 1: User-centred systems design as a process.

3 Definition and Key Principles
Definition: User-centred system design (UCSD) is a
process focusing on usabilityii throughout the entire
development process and further throughout the
system life cycle (Figure 1). It is based on the following key principles:
• User focus— the goals of the activity, the work
domain or context of use, the users’ goals, tasks
and needs should control the development (Gould
et al, 1997; ISO 1999). All members of a project
must understand the goals of the activity, the context of use, who the users are, their situation, goals
and tasks, why and how they perform their tasks,
how they communicate, cooperate and interact, etc.
This helps in creating and maintaining a focus on
the users’ needs instead of a technical focus. Activities, such as identifying user profiles, contextual
inquiries and task analysis, must be a natural part
of the development process. Make sure that all project members have met real or potential users, for
instance, by visiting the workplace. Descriptions of
typical users, tasks and scenarios could be put up
on the walls of the project room/area to maintain a
user focus.
• Active user involvement— representative users
should actively participate, early and continuously
throughout the entire development process and
throughout the system lifecycle (Gould et al, 1997,
ii

Usability is defined as “the extent to which a product
can be used by specified users to achieve specified
goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction, i n
a specified context of use” (ISO 9241:11, 1998), Please
note that this definition includes the concept of utility
or usefulness, often seen as separate from usability.

ISO 1999, Nielsen, 1993). The users should be
directly involved, both in the development project
and in related activities, such as, organisational development and designing new work practices
(Greenbaum & Kyng, 1991). The users must be representative of the intended user groups. Plans for
involving users should be specified from the very
start of the project. Identify appropriate phases for
user participation and specify where, when and how
users should participateiii . Emphasize the importance of meeting the users in context, for instance, at
their workplace.
• Evolutionary systems development—the systems development should be both iterative and incremental
(Gould et al, 1997, Boehm, 1981). It is impossible
to know exactly what to build from the outset.
Hence, UCSD requires an approach that allows
continuous iterations with users and incremental
deliveries. This, so that design solutions can be
evaluated by users before they are made permanent.
An iteration should contain a proper analysis of the
users’ needs and the context of use, a design phase,
a documented evaluation with concrete suggestions
for modifications and a redesign in accordance with
the results of the evaluation. These activities do
not have to be formal. (Incremental development
means that, based on an overall picture of the system under development (SUD), priorities are set
and the system is divided into parts that can be delivered for real use. Each increment should be iteriii

Please note that involving users on a full-time basis
in a project, quickly turns them into domain experts
rather than representative users. It is therefore important to involve user representatives on a temporary
basis as well.

ated as described above. Evaluations of the increments in real use should influence the design of
the subsequent increments. Let the software grow
into the final product.
• Simple design representations—the design must be
represented in such ways that it can be easily
understood by users and all other stakeholders
(Kyng, 1995). Use design representations and terminology that allow all users and stakeholders to
fully appreciate the consequences of the design on
their future use situation. Use, for instance, prototypes (sketches and mock-ups) and simulations.
Abstract notations, such as use cases, UML
diagrams or requirements specifications are not
sufficient to give the users and stakeholders a concrete understanding of the future use situation
(Bødker, 1998; Mathiassen & Munk-Madsen,
1986). The representations must also be usable and
effective for the software developers. The goal is
that all parties involved share an understanding of
what is being built.
• Prototyping— early and continuously, prototypes
should be used to visualize and evaluate ideas and
design solutions in cooperation with the end users
(Gould et al, 1997, Nielsen, 1993). Use multiple
paper sketches, mock-ups and prototypes to support the creative process, elicit requirements and
visualize ideas and solutions. The prototypes
should be designed and evaluated with real users in
context (contextual prototyping). It is essential to
start with low-fidelity materials, for instance, quick
sketches, before implementing anything in code.
Start with the conceptual design on a high level
and do not move on to detail too quickly. If
possible produce several prototypes in parallel.
• Evaluate use in context—baselined usability goals
and design criteria should control the development
(Gould et al, 1997, Nielsen, 1993). Critical usability goals should be specified and the design
should be based on specific design criteria. Evaluate the design against the goals and criteria in cooperation with the users, in context. Early in the
development project, one should observe and analyse the users’ reactions to paper sketches and
mock-ups. Later in the project, users should
perform real tasks with simulations or prototypes.
Their behaviour and reactions should be observed,
recorded and analyzed. Specify goals for aspects
that are crucial for the usability and that cover critical activities as well as the overall use situation.
• Explicit and conscious design activities—the development process should contain dedicated design
activities (Cooper, 1999). The user interface design
and the interaction design are of undisputed importance for the success of the system. Remember that
to users the user interface is the system. The design

of the SUD as regards the user interaction and
usability should be the result of dedicated and
conscious design activities, in co-operation with
users. The construction of the SUD should adhere
to that design. Far too often, the UI and interaction
design “happens” as a result of somebody doing a
bit of coding or modelling rather than being the
result of professional interaction design as a
structured and prioritized activity.
•A professional attitude— the development process
should be conducted) by effective multidisciplinary
teams (ISO, 1999). Different aspects and parts of
the system design and development process require
different sets of skills and expertise. The analysis,
design and development work should be performed
by empowered multi-disciplinary teams of, for
instance, system architects, programmers, usability
designers, interaction designers and users. A professional attitude is required and so are tools that
facilitate the cooperation and efficiency of the team.
• Usability champion— usability experts should be
involved throughout the development process and
system lifecycle from the very outset (Kapor,
1990). An experienced usability expert (usability
designer) or possibly a usability group should be
on the development team. The usability designer
should be devoted to the project as an “engine” for
the UCSD process from the beginning of the
project and throughout the development process
and system lifecycle (Buur & Bødker, 2000). The
usability designer must be given the authority to
decide on matters affecting the usability of the
system and the future use situation.
• Holistic design—all aspects that influence the future use situation should be developed in parallel
(Gould et al, 1997). Software does not exist in
isolation from other parts of, for instance, a work
situation. When developing software for the support of work activities, the work organisation,
work practices, roles, etc, must be modified. All
aspects should be developed in parallel. This includes work/task practices and work/task organisation,
user interface and interaction, on-line help, manuals, user training, work environment, health and
safety aspects, etc. Other parts of the context of
use, such as, hardware, and social and physical environments, must also be considered in the integrated design process. The responsibility should be
placed with one person or a team.
• Process customization—the UCSD process must be
specified, adapted and implemented locally in each
organization. Usability cannot be achieved without
a user-centred process. There is, however, no onesize-fits-all process. Thus the actual contents of the
UCSD process, the methods used, the order of
activities, etc, must be customized and adapted to

the particular organization and project based on
their particular needs. A UCSD process can be
based on a commercial or in-house software
development process, where activities are added, removed or modified. Existing methods and techniques may well be re-used, if they comply with
the key principles.
• A user-centred attitude must be established UCSD
requires a user-centred attitude throughout the project team, the development organisation and the
client organisation. All people involved in the project must be aware of and committed to the importance of usability and user involvement, but the degree of knowledge may differ depending on role
and project phase (Boivie, Åborg & Persson,
2003). The key principles defined in this paper can
serve as a common ground.
The above 12 principles facilitate the development,
communication and assessment of user-centred design processes for creating usable interactive systems, covering analysis, design, evaluation, construction and implementation. Several benefits come
with applying the principles, such as their help in
maintaining the focus on the users and the usability
throughout the entire development process.
We fully appreciate that it will be more or less
impossible to implement all the principles in one
strategic shift. Adopting them gradually is probably
more feasible and practicable. It is, however, important to comply with the principles to as large an extent as possible at any point in time.

4

A Pilot Project

As mentioned above, the principles are a compilation of existing theories and our research results and
experiences from a number of different systems development projects in various organisations (Gulliksen
& Göransson, 2001; Göransson, 2001).
Below we describe one of the projects that had
particular impact on the principles in that it was conducted with the explicit goal to capture critical success factors for UCSD. The pilot project was an inhouse development project within the Swedish
National Tax Board with the purpose to develop a
computerized case-handling tool for administrators
working with national registration. We were able to
follow the project from the very start. In the first
project meeting we emphasized the importance of
following a UCSD approach and introduced a set of
principles to the project team. These principles were
specific for the organization and had been identified
in an earlier research effort (Gulliksen & Göransson,
2001). Based on this knowledge the project decided
to act accordingly.

4.1

Research Methods

We used an action research approach in the project,
i.e. our aim was to introduce changes in the development process as regards user involvement and a usability focus, and to observe and record the outcomes
of these changes. Our activities included among
other things, introducing a set of UCSD principles
as described above, and have the project team
commit themselves to these principles. We also
facilitated collaborative prototyping activities with
users.
To observe the outcomes of the activities and
actions, we used qualitative data collection methods
as described below.
• observations of the work of the development
team, for instance, by continuously participating
in the project meetings of the software
development team
• observations of the current work practices
(mainly paper-based) of the administrators
working with national registration
• semi-structured interviews based on open-ended
questions with software developers and user
representatives about their attitudes to and
experiences with working with users and
usability
• semi-structured interviews based on open-ended
questions with users about their work
• some final, complementary interviews of a more
informal kind in order to validate our results.
Meanwhile, we continued working with the principles. As a result of intermediate findings in the pilot
project and findings in other, parallel, research efforts we modified the set of principles to cover the
twelve key principles described in this paper. The
applicability of these principles was then assessed in
a number of workshops with researchers and practitioners.

4.2

Results

As a result of the introductory meeting, the project
decided to apply UCSD. We could not influence the
choice and customization of the development
process — the organization had recently shifted to
using the Rational Unified Process (RUP) (Kruchten, 1998). We were, however, able to introduce
additional activities to complement the process as
needed, for example to perform a thorough user and
task analysis, to develop design solutions iteratively
and in cooperation with the users, and to include a
usability designer throughout the project.
One of the more successful events was the collaborative prototyping activity in which the users
could develop their image of the future system and
work situation, integrating a future system and
future work practices (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Collaborative prototyping—usability
designer facilitates the users’ production of mock-ups.

These collaborative prototyping sessions were facilitated by a usability designer in cooperation with a
researcher. The users brought sketches illustrating
their own view of the future system as a basis for a
negotiation on the most appropriate design of the
system. Low-level prototyping tools were used as
the users regarded them as the most flexible tool for
their purpose (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Low-fidelity prototyping tools were used, as
these were the most convenient for visualizing the
future use situation without limiting the design space.

Prior to the collaborative design sessions the usability designer had conducted a user analysis and created
personas (Cooper, 1999). According to the users, the
personas gave a much more concrete picture of
typical users than what came out of the use case
modelling sessions running in parallel with the collaborative prototyping activities.
Halfway through the project all participants were
very satisfied with the activities so far and the results achieved. The project was committed on all levels to UCSD. The principles communicated the essence of UCSD very well. From then on, however,
there was a gradual increase of problems and

obstacles to the user-centred approach. Despite
efforts from our side and from the project, the
problems were never really resolved. Some of them
were outside the immediate control of the project.
The major problems in the project, are briefly
described below. By this time, we were able to
compare the outcome of the project with the
consolidated list of twelve key principles, and found
that the problems in the project mapped well against
some of the principles.
• No lifecycle perspective on UCSD. The developers
focused on short-term goals, such as, producing
the models and specifications prescribed by RUP.
The long-term goals and needs of the users
regarding their future work situation were ignored
or forgotten. Moreover, towards the end of the
project, meeting the project goals and deadlines
became much more important than achieving some
sort of minimum level of usability. We believe,
that had the project excluded a minor part of the
functionality, they would have been able to
improve the usability considerably. We emphasise
the importance of a lifecycle perspective in our
definition as well as in a number of the principles,
for instance, the user involvement principle and
the usability champion principle. The lack of
lifecycle perspective also indicates that there was
no real commitment to UCSD in the project
which points to an attitude problem.
• Usability designers were ignored. Despite the
skilful and experienced work that the usability designers performed, their results and their opinions
were ignored in the later phases of the project. The
usability champion principle points out that the
usability champion/designer should have the mandate to decide on usability matters. The project ignoring the input of the usability designer clearly
indicates that this was not the case.
• Use case mania. When the project started the organisation did not have enough experience with use
case modelling. The modelling went out of hand
and the results could not be used efficiently in the
development process. The project got literally
bogged down in use case models, but did not
really know what to do with them. The use case
mania indicates that there was a problem with user
focus in the project. Despite the confusion
regarding the use of the use cases, producing them
became more important than understanding the
users’ real needs.
• Poor understanding of the design documentation.
The design was documented in UML and the users
were invited to evaluate it. The users had severe
difficulties predicting their future use situation
based on the UML notation. To quote one of the
users, doing collaborative prototyping after having
participated in the use case modelling was like

“coming out of a long dark tunnel”. The design representation principle emphasises the importance
of using representations that are easy to understand
for all the stakeholders, in particular as regards the
future work/use situation. UML is clearly not suitable in that respect.
• Major changes in the project. Halfway through
the project a strategic decision was made within
the organization, against our advice, to change the
technical platform and continue the development
in a web-based environment. The decision was
crucial in that it made it very difficult to meet the
usability requirements. Insufficient experience
with and expertise in the new technology and the
collision of metaphors (hypertext versus
Windows) turned out to be very problematic. Insufficient experience with and expertise in the new
technology as well as the page metaphor in html
created problems. The decision was made with
little or no attention to usability matters. This indicates that there was a problem with the attitudes
to UCSD and usability within the organization
and a problem with user focus.
• Problems establishing a user-centred attitude.
Single individuals in a project can make a crucial
difference when it comes to UCSD. In this project
people used their power positions to steer
decisions towards their personal goals rather than
serving the needs of the users. Again, this
indicates that there was a problem with attitudes
and user focus in the organization.
This case describes how a project with clear intentions to apply UCSD, nevertheless ran into several
problems and obstacles that made it very difficult to
pursue a UCSD approach.

5 Applying the Principles
In the pilot project described above, an initial set of
principles was used to define a UCSD process. The
consolidated list of principles was subsequently used
to identify mismatches between the development
process and a UCSD approach. The principles can,
however, be used for a number of purposes as listed
below:
a) Explanation model—to analyze and communicate
why organizations, projects or processes did not
meet their goals as regards usability
b) Process development—to define a UCSD process
c) Process/Organisation customization—to adapt an
organisation, project or development process to
UCSD, for instance, a commercial development
process, such as Rational Unified Process— RUP
(Kruchten, 1998). Even though RUP prevents rather than promotes UCSD, it may be modified to
integrate some of its features (Gulliksen &
Göransson, 2001).

d )Process/Organisation assessment—to assess the
user-centeredness of an organization, project or
process. Using the principles to identify
mismatches, problems may be identified in time
to do something about them, which increases the
chances of producing a usable piece of software.
e) Knowledge transfer—to teach and transfer knowledge about UCSD and to communicate the basic
philosophy of UCSD
f ) Procurement—support for procurers to specify
requirements on the design process as such
g)In client-contractor relations—the client can demand that the contractor work in accordance with
the definition and key principles for UCSD. At
present, usability is often taken for granted.
Clients do not understand that it takes systematic
work according to a UCSD philosophy to achieve
usability.
Our definition and key principles originate from our
experiences and research in contract and in-house development of bespoke software for work situations.
We nevertheless see a potential for applying them in
other types of development projects. Regardless of
the project and the organization, the principles must
always be adapted to the context.

6 Activity lists – applying UCSD
The principles are, necessarily, general and rather abstract in nature, and cannot be applied as is in practice. We are therefore currently working on activity
lists to accompany the principles. The activity lists
will suggest activities of a general nature, alongside
appropriate tools and techniques. These lists provide
support for applying the principles and help in
understanding and assessing them. The activity lists
should be developed specifically to fit each organization.
It is important to evaluate the applicability of
each activity within the current project. If one
chooses not to perform a particular activity, it is
important to make clear why, and that all parties
involved agree with the decision. The activity list
serves as both a To-do list and a checklist, where
each item can be “ticked off”. There are three options
for each activity:
• No = we decided not to perform this activity. We
have provided rationales for this decision and there
was a general agreement on the motives.
• Yes = we performed this activity, in full or to the
extent that the project team and management,
found appropriate.
• N/A = we found that this activity was not applicable. The rationales for this were clearly stated and
agreed on. We have conducted other activities to
compensate for this.

7 Discussion
The reader may ask why we have defined yet another
set of principles for user-centered systems design,
since those existing are not used or do not work they
way they were intended. Below, we discuss some of
the main reasons why we believe a more precise
definition of UCSD is required.
Our pilot study shows that even with an explicit
commitment to user-centered design and a usability
focus, usability may get lost in the software development process. Since few projects have the explicit
goal to produce systems with poor usability, we believe that there are obstacles to usability and user involvement in the actual development process. Such
obstacles have been described in numerous studies,
for instance, Poltrock and Grudin (1994) and Wilson
et al (1996 and 1997). Our main concern has therefore been to address shortcomings and obstacles in
the development process that derail the focus on
usability and users’ needs.
User-centred design (UCD) methods have gained
a great deal of attention recently. According to a recent study (Vredenburg, Mao, Smith & Carey,
2002) the opinion is that user-centred methods generally increase the utility and usability of computer
systems. Cost-benefit tradeoffs are, however, a key
consideration when adopting UCD methods (see for
example Donahue, 2001). This calls for close integration of UCD methods in the development process. Unfortunately, the most common approach is
to perform single usability activities using informal
UCD methods (Hudson, 2001). Such an add-on approach to usability increases the risk of its being cut
out when times get rough. Thus, cost-benefit analysis may in certain situations be used as an argument
against usability activities rather than for if they are
not tightly integrated.
In a survey examining the attitude about strategic
usability (Rosenbaum, Rohn & Humburg, 2000) the
authors identified the following obstacles to UCD.:
• Resource constraints (28.6 %)
• Resistance to UCD/usability (26.0 %)
• Lack of understanding/knowledge about what
usability is (17.3 %)
• Better ways to communicate impact of work and
results (13.3 %)
• Lack of trained usability/HCI engineers (6.1 %)
• Lack of early involvement (5.1 %)
• No economic need – customers not asking for
usability (3.6 %)
We believe that all of these factors are related to a
lack of knowledge on how to apply UCD methods
and their potential benefits which provides another
reason for defining and describing UCSD in more
specific terms. Many organizations pay lip service to
usability and UCSD but seem at a loss as to how to

achieve it. We have studied organisations that claim
that they are committed to usability and UCSD but
who are not willing to change their practices in developing software. The same problem applies on the
individual level. There is a growing concern among
software developers about the usability of the products or software they release on the users. But they
often do not know what to do about it.
Yet another reason for a more precise definition
of UCSD is that many organizations still do not recognize the benefits of involving users in the development process, despite the fact that active user involvement was judged to be the number one criterion on how to be successful in IT-development projects in the CHAOS-report (Standish Group, 1995).
Clegg, et al. (1997), for instance, report that most
projects in their study had failed to involve users in
a satisfactory manner. Nor did they adopt an integrated approach. The impact of new technology on
work organization and job design was considered
“…hugely important but largely ignored in practice”
and if addressed, it was usually late in the process
and because it was discovered that the new piece of
technology was going to change job designs.
UCD has also been criticized on the grounds of
its being ambiguous and vague. Constantine &
Lockwood (2002), for example, claim that UCD is a
“…loose collection of human-factors techniques united under a philosophy of understanding users and
involving them in design (p. 43). Their remedy is
“usage-centred engineering” where the emphasis is
on usage, not users, and on model-driven development. We readily agree with the critique against
UCD, but not with the remedy. On the contrary a
shift towards more model-based approaches relying
on the talent of the interaction designers is doomed
to result in severe usability problems in the resulting
systems. This view is also supported by Harris &
Henderson (1999) as they argue for computer systems that must be much more flexible to meet evolving human organisations.
To summarise the above discussion, we believe
that user-centred systems design must be defined in
terms of a process where usability and user involvement is tightly integrated with the development process. Adding the key principles, furthermore, helps
in communicating the essence of UCSD where user
involvement is an essential part. By providing a
more precise definition of UCSD, we can also avoid
problems with ambiguity and vagueness and argue
against approaches that are not user-centred.
Hence, the main aim of our definition and key principles is to support the development process. This
can be achieved by incorporating roles, activities and
artefacts for maintaining a focus on usability and
users’ needs throughout the entire system lifecycle.
Finally, we would like to emphasise that what we
want to achieve is not simply yet another usability

method. We see UCSD as a new paradigm requiring
a profound shift of attitudes towards systems development and user involvement. The attitudes that are
required for a truly user-centred approach are embodied in the key principles.
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Abstract
This study tries to shed some light on what happens to usability and occupational
health issues in a bespoke software development project. Usability is an essential
quality in software, in particular in a work context where poor usability and other
risk factors related to the software and computers may cause health problems. We
have interviewed a number of software developers, usability people and users
about their attitudes to and practices for integrating usability and users’ health
concerns in software development. The interviews were conducted in two Swedish
organisations with in-house development of bespoke software. Our main
conclusion is that several factors combine to push usability and occupational
health matters aside, some of which are attitudes, unclear responsibilities, poor
support for user-centeredness and usability in software development models,
ineffective user participation and usability and users’ health being ignored or
forgotten in decisions about the software, its use and its design.
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Introduction
This paper discusses some of the obstacles to usability and users’ health concerns
in in-house development of bespoke software. Occupational health problems in
computer-based (visual display unit, VDU) work are caused by multiple,
interrelated factors, some of which are poor usability and inadequate software.
Other factors are related to the work organisation and job design. In VDU work,
these are, however, to a large extent shaped by the software, since technology
often comes before work practices and not the other way around (Clegg, et al,
1997, Eason, 1997). Therefore, attitudes about and practices for integrating

usability and occupational health matters in the software development process are
important for the resulting work situation and well being of the users.
Occupational health problems in computer-supported work
Many workers spend most of their working hours at the computer. In Sweden, for
instance, 66% of the work force uses computers regularly in their work (Statistics
Sweden, 2001). From 1989 to 1997 the proportion of computer users among
office workers increased from 65% to 90%. (Wigaeus Tornqvist, Eriksson and
Bergqvist, 2000).
A number of studies show that VDU work causes various health problems.
Typical symptoms are visual discomfort, musculoskeletal disorders
(repetitive strain injuries, RSI) and stress-related symptoms. The symptoms
are, moreover, interrelated. (Aarås, Horgren and Ro, 2000, Smith, 1997,
Punnett and Bergqvist, 1997). These symptoms are caused by multiple,
interrelated risk factors in the physical and psychosocial work environment,
in the work organisation and related to the computers and the software.
The physical risk factors include poor workstation design and constrained
and static work postures. Risk factors in the work organisation and job
design include certain types of VDU work, in particular repetitive and
stereotyped work, long hours of computer use every day, high job demands
and little or no control over ones work. Psychosocial factors, such as,
relations to management and colleagues are also important for the well being
of the workers. (Wigaeus Tornqvist, et al, 2001, Smith, 1997, Bongers, et al,
1993, Aronsson, Dallner and Åborg, 1994).
Risk factors related to the computers and the software are, for instance
dependency on the computer, long response times, breakdowns and poor usability
(Aronsson, Dallner and Åborg, Smith, Carayon, 1995, Leino, Ristimaki and
Huuhtanen, 1999). Poorly designed software may control the work pace and task
order, leaving the users little or no control over their work. Poor usability may also
increase the cognitive workload and stop the workers from using their cognitive
capacity to efficiently achieve their goals, causing mental stress (Åborg, Sandblad,
Gulliksen and Lif). High perceived mental stress increases muscle tension, and a
combination of both mental and physical demands increases the muscle activity
more than when these demands are administered separately, demonstrating an
important synergetic effect (Melin, et al, 2001).
Figure 1, below, illustrates some of the symptoms and risk factors. The
interrelations are complex in that all factors are more or less connected to one
another. Of particular interest is the fact that the design of the software has an
impact on virtually all the other risk factors. In various degrees, the software

shapes work organisation, job content, job design and decision latitude (Clegg,
Eason). The design and contents of the software also influence the number of
hours of computer use and work posture. Thus, computers and software
(including usability aspects) have both direct and indirect effects on workers’
health and well-being.

Computers,
software & usability

Work place/station
design & work posture

Visual
discomfort

Repetetive
strain injury

Stressrelated symptoms
Job design &
work organisation
e.g. type of work

Management &
social support

Figure 1: The main occupational health problems in VDU work and some
important risk factors.
The software development process
Usability1 is an essential quality in interactive software, in particular in software
used in a work context where it has effect on the health and well-being of the users
as described above. Much effort is spent on creating usable software. Clegg, et al,
report that usability issues are on the agenda in most IT development projects.
The respondents in their study estimate that usability was successfully addressed
in as many as 60-70% of the projects. There are also a large number of techniques,
methods and models for addressing usability issues in software development.
Despite all the attention, methods and models, poor usability is still a major
problem for many users, not least in the workplace. What is it that stops software
1

We use the concept usability as defined in ISO 9241-11 (1998):
“The extent to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve specified
goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use.”
This definition includes usefulness and utitlity – important aspects in work
contexts.

developers from creating usable software? The results in the Clegg report offer
some possible explanations as to why. They report, for instance that the usability
concept is still not sufficiently well understood, and that usability is often defined
in terms of technology, for instance, shifting from character-based to graphical user
interfaces. They also report that users are rarely successfully involved in software
development and in the efforts to improve usability. User involvement is essential
for the usability of the software. It is the first of four principles for designing for
usability identified by Gould, et al (Gould, Boies and Ukelson, 1997). The other
three principles are empirical measurement, iterative design and integrated design.
The ISO 13407 human-centred design process (1999) also emphasises the
importance of involving users in software development.
There are several studies that have investigated obstacles to building usable
software and to involving users in particular. Obstacles to involving users include
finding the right users, gaining access to them, maintaining their involvement
throughout the project and facilitating their feedback (see for instance Wilson, et
al, 96 and 97 and Grudin, 1991). Poltrock and Grudin (1994) identified obstacles
to designing usable software in product development, including organisational
obstacles to user involvement, development practices, communication problems
and time pressure. Our earlier research and experiences from bespoke software
development indicate that the same types of obstacles occur in such projects.
As if these obstacles are in themselves not enough, software development is to a
large extent about trade-offs, where usability is but one aspect. Many
organisations adopt development processes for reasons that have little to do with
user focus and usability. The organisations investigated in this study use Rational
Unified Process ™ (RUP) (Kruchten, 1998) as a model for their software
development. RUP does not support user-centred design, nor does it guarantee the
usability of the software (Gulliksen, Göransson and Lif, 2001). There is no
specific role for usability and no specific activities. The responsibility for
usability is shared between different roles and/or teams, for instance, analysts, use
case specifiers, user interface designers and developers, etc. Use case models are
used as the main means for communicating user needs and requirements. Use
cases2 are a central concept in RUP in that they describe the scope, contents and
to a certain extent the behaviour of the system. They do, however, carry with
them a number of problems, for instance, a focus on the information processing
parts of users’ tasks, and fragmented user interfaces (Lif, 1999).

2

A use case is a “complete course of events in the system, seen from the user’s
perspective” (Jacobson, Christerson, Jonsson, 1995, p 157).

Thus, it seems that the concept of usability and the effects it has on the users are
not fully understood, users are not successfully involved in software development,
and there are various organisational obstacles to usability and user-centred design,
if they receive attention at all. In the face of all this, the chances of creating usable
software for healthy VDU work seem slight.
The purpose of this paper
This paper addresses problems with the attitudes about and obstacles to usability
and maintaining a focus on users’ needs and health concerns in in-house
development of bespoke software. We feel that in-house development of bespoke
software for professional users has received little attention within research in the
last few years, but the problems are, to a large extent, still not resolved. The
relations between the software development process and users’ health concerns
(see figure 2) have been addressed by, for instance, Vicente (1999) but more needs
to be done.
Knowledge about organisational change, occupational health,
effects of software on users and organisation, etc, must
be fed into the development processses.

Organisational development
Software development

Healthy VDU
work

Figure 2: The software development process has impact on users’ health. In order
to create and maintain healthy VDU work, knowledge about the work situation
must be fed into the software development process.

The studies
In this paper we have compared findings from three independent interview studies
conducted by four different researchers at roughly the same point in time (autumn
of 2000) in two in-house development organisations. The paper also draws on a
case study of a pilot project (project A) in one of the organisations. The
researchers conducting the interviews and the case study have different
backgrounds in occupational health psychology, organisational psychology and
usability, and brought different expertise into the research.

The studies were conducted at the Swedish National Tax Board (Riksskatteverket
– RSV) and the Swedish National Social Insurance Board (Riksförsäkringsverket –
RFV). The Swedish tax administration has some 13 000 users, working with
administrative case handling, and an in-house development department with
approximately 400 employees. The figures for the social insurance administration
are approximately 13 000 users and 500-600 IT workers. Both organisations are
presently undertaking major efforts in changing technical platform and work
practices for the users, as well as adopting RUP as their software development
process.
One of the interview studies concerned usability and who makes the design
decisions that affect usability. The respondents in this study (software developers
and usability people) drew on their experiences from various development
projects within the two organisations. In the second study, developers and project
management in project A were interviewed about their attitudes to usability and
users’ health concerns. In the third study, user representatives and developers
from the same project were interviewed about their attitudes to user involvement.
We interviewed a total of 18 software developers and usability people and 6 user
representatives using semi-structured interviews with open-ended questions to
capture subjective, qualitative data. The interviews were taped and/or notes were
taken and typed out. Emerging patterns were identified and the data was
structured in accordance with these. In comparing the results from the three
different studies, we identified related and similar themes and combined the data
according to these, as described below.
The case study describes a pilot project at RSV applying a user-centred systems
design approach (project A). The project was to develop a tool for electronic case
handling, intended for administrators working with national registration. The
project involved some 30 designers and developers, and 10 user representatives.
We followed the project continuously by having a researcher participating in the
project team attending the project meetings, mainly as an observer, but sometimes
taking active part. We also used an action research approach, e.g. in introducing a
usability designer role (Göransson and Sandbäck, 1999) and in facilitating
collaborative prototyping activities. We interviewed developers and users at some
points in time during the process and studied documentation concerning, for
instance, strategic decisions, previous development projects and evaluations of
these. Finally, we observed users trying out demos and prototypes of the system
under development.

The interview studies - results and discussion
The three interview studies cover the same basic issues – the view on usability and
users’ health, and user involvement in software development projects. From the
results we identified three major themes.
• Attitudes about and responsibility for usability and occupational health
matters

• User involvement, co-operation and communication between the development
team and the users

• The software development process
The themes are described below. Each section summarises the results from the
interview studies, followed by a short discussion on their implications for
usability and healthy VDU work3. We illustrate some of the points made by the
respondents with translated and “sanitised” quotes from the interviews.
Usability as “cake frosting” – attitudes and responsibility
The most common view among the software developers was that usability is the
same thing as “a good user interface”, something that is put on by means of a user
interface, like frosting a cake.
“I haven’t seen much of it and I don’t have any opinions about it. It
doesn’t concern me.”
Some respondents did, however, have a somewhat broader view of usability,
reasoning about the contents of the system and how this will improve the work
situation for the users.
In accordance with the cake frosting attitude about usability, the software
developers placed the responsibility for usability with somebody else – either
with the usability expert, or when no such expert was available, with the user and
client representatives. There was some concern about the way a few users and
client representatives get un-proportionate influence over the design and the
contents of the system. And some user representatives felt uneasy about having
the responsibility for getting the system right:
“Sometimes, I have felt that the responsibility is too heavy for me.
We’re only three users and this is so very important. There are 800
people who will work with this, what if I think wrong.”
Some of the respondents pointed out problems with unclear responsibilities in
relation to the client. They felt that the client representatives were involved in
areas and with responsibilities that “belong” to the developers, for instance,
3

For more information about the separate studies please refer to Boivie (2001)
and Löfberg, Gulliksen and Norlander (2002).

writing dialogue descriptions or making design decisions about how the users
should interact with the system. In some projects, the client representatives
specified the dialogue, down to details about buttons and fields.
If the responsibility for usability was unclear, the responsibility for occupational
health aspects was basically non-existing. The user representatives in project A
reported concerns about their future work situation. They also expressed vague
hopes about somebody doing something about it.
“Well, naturally it should be taken into consideration, and supposedly
they do that, the people working with the actual computer
environment…”
But the occupational health issues were passed around the project, nobody
wanting the responsibility for them. The software developers seemed to think it
was the responsibility of the usability expert, and the usability expert declined it.
When asked who makes the design decisions, no one said, “I do”. Nearly all
respondents (developers and usability people) pointed to the user representatives
and client representatives in the projects.
“We [the development team] can’t do anything they [the user
representatives] don’t agree to.”
The main input to the user interface design was the use case model specified in
modelling workshops with user representatives. In some cases the developers also
conducted user interface modelling workshops with users. Many of the decisions
about the contents and design of the system were made in these modelling
sessions.
Implications for usability and users’ health concerns
With a “cake-frosting” approach to usability, it is reduced to an interface matter
alone and aspects, such as; usefulness, effectiveness and the users’ health go unnoticed. Furthermore, attention to usability and users’ health concerns was
hindered by unclear responsibilities, which is unfortunate. Occupational health
matters must be addressed during software development; given the effect software
has on the users’ well-being. Occupational health experts typically focus their
efforts once the software has been introduced in the workplace, when it is too late
to do much about negative health effects caused by poor design and usability.
The developers placed the responsibility for design decisions with the user and
client representatives, probably because explicit design decisions often were made
in the modelling sessions with the users. However, one could argue that the
discussions in these sessions are to a large extent controlled by the developers and
designer – they walk into them armed with questions, modelling techniques, design
suggestions and pre-conceptions about what the system should do and look like.
Moreover, design decisions are often not made, they just happen or emerge as a

result of somebody doing something – writing a bit of code or doing a bit of
modelling. (Gulliksen, Göransson, Lif).
To sum it up, responsibility was unclear, and decisions that affect usability were
often made (or simply happened) with little or no concern for usability aspects
and users’ health concerns. Thus, usability and the potential effects of the system
on the users’ well-being seem to a large extent to have been incidental, rather than
intentional.
User representatives – representative users or IT workers
Both organisations have user and domain expert4 participation in the development
process. User representatives participate in modelling sessions, review documents
and test prototypes. They are also supposed to pass on ideas from other users to
the development team and to feed information from the development project back
to their colleagues.
Most respondents, both software developers and users were quite happy with the
ways users were involved. The user representatives saw themselves as full
members of the team and the development process. They felt that their views and
contributions were considered valuable, and that they participated on equal terms
with the other members in the development team. They also felt that they were
met with respect for their expertise and experience.
Some developers were, however, less satisfied with the way users were involved.
“The users got lost somewhere on the way”. The work focused on sub-goals that
were close in time instead of the long-term goals of the users regarding their future
work practices. The dialogue between the users and the developers did not always
work. Some of the developers were frustrated with the user representatives’ being
conservative, wanting to preserve existing routines and features of the text-based
user interfaces previously used in these organisations. One respondent complained
that the user representatives often became the bottleneck in the development
process.
The interviewed user representatives reported problems with loosing touch with
the situation at their workplaces and their colleagues. They also reported on their
roles shifting in the development projects, from being experts on the work domain,
to becoming professional IT workers.
”I soon noticed that I got separated from my work and the people I
worked with everyday. That happens soon.”
4

Domain experts are representatives with expertise in the domain, e.g. legislation
affecting the new system. These people will not necessarily be active users of the
system but provide know-how about the use of it.

“You’re there to participate as a user but I have taken on other roles in
the project on an optional basis and I have been able to put myself
forward.”
Some respondents reported concerns with the fact that it has become increasingly
difficult to identify the real users. One user said
”It used to be easier to identify the end user – because it was the
administrator at the social insurance office. But today there are several
stakeholders around an application.”
Implications for usability and users’ health concerns
The results indicate that user involvement does not guarantee a focus on usability
and the work situation of the users. One reason may be that being a user
representative in these organisations, is a more or less permanent position.
Usually, the same users participate throughout the development process, and they
may be removed from their work for a couple of years in a long project. They end
up being “IT workers” rather than representative users, losing touch with the
needs of the real users.
Wilson, et al (1996) identified a number of obstacles to user involvement in
bespoke software development. Some of them have been overcome, at least to
some degree, in these two organisations. For instance, getting access to the user
representatives and their motivation for participating. We have, however,
identified other obstacles mentioned by Wilson et al, such as, the dependence on a
few user representatives, communication problems and that user representatives
were expected to come to the developers instead of the other way round.
The development model death to usability
Several respondents agreed on the advantages of using a structured development
model such as RUP. Concerns were, nevertheless, raised about the application of
it, as expressed by one of the respondents “RUP is useful, but difficult”. In
project A, the respondents felt that there was not enough RUP know-how in the
project team. The result was poorly organised work and “groping in the dark”.
Too much emphasis was placed on the artefacts and documents prescribed by
RUP and not enough on the long-term goals of the users. Problems were identified
too late, when much work had already been done.
Requirements were elicited primarily by means of use case modelling. Several
difficulties and shortcomings with the use case modelling were reported, such as,
the use cases being far too many, and far too detailed, describing system
operations instead of real use situations. Or difficulties with understanding what
business use cases are and what they are used for. None of the interviewed
developers had worked with explicit, quantified usability requirements. In project

A the users’ requirements on performance were overruled by technical limitations
and concerns.
Prototypes were used, at least in a very liberal sense; such as drawing design
suggestions on the whiteboard together with the users or having the user
representatives reviewing dialogue specifications. But few of the interviewed
developers had conducted proper usability evaluations on prototypes.
The developers referred to deadlines controlling their work. Whenever there was a
priority conflict between usability and development resources, deadlines ruled –
sometimes meaning that the teams had to give up on usability matters.
The respondents had different views on iterations. One respondent described the
work as being divided into packages or releases, i.e. parts of the system that are to
be delivered to the users. Other respondents saw the iterations merely as different
periods of time, providing labels for the different activities. Some said that they
did not quite understand how iterations are used in RUP. They do run some kind
of design loops - i.e. design suggestions, evaluations and modifications – but these
are not considered iterations in the RUP meaning of the term. Design loops stop
when the date for implementation is due.
Implications for usability and users’ health concerns
The answers indicate that there may be a problem with the software development
model and the large number of artefacts and documents prescribed by RUP
obscuring the long-term goals regarding the users’ future work situation. The use
case approach does not provide much support for working with usability, and
since few or no usability requirements were specified, it seems that usability did
not get much explicit attention in the requirements elicitation in these projects.
Moreover, the use of the iteration concept in RUP seems to provide poor support
for a truly iterative approach in which the knowledge about the real needs of the
users gradually grows and where design ideas can be generated and tested with
users.
Despite the fact that time was not crucial in project A, the developers felt that
they had to meet certain deadlines, which created time pressure. Many projects
suffer from unrealistic time schedules. The CHAOS report (1995) shows that only
16 % of software development projects meet their deadlines and budgets. Keeping
a usability focus may be difficult under such circumstances. Issues such as the
users’ work situation and the possible stress they will suffer from the system are
not likely to be top priority for neither the project management nor the software
developer working under time pressure. Accomplishing short-term goals, such as,
getting a particular function in place or debugging code becomes much more
important.

The case study – success and failure
Both RSV and RFV are currently making efforts to integrate usability and
occupational health issues in their software development processes. RSV has
introduced the usability designer into RUP. Their goal is having one usability
designer (UD) work part time or full time in all their large projects. The UD will
assume the responsibility for usability, user involvement and interaction design
throughout the software development process. This case study describes the role
and work of the UD in project A.
Project A was an in-house project for developing bespoke software to be used in
the Swedish Tax Administration. The purpose of the project was to develop a
computerised case-handling tool (CHT system) for administrators working with
national registration. The project had the explicit aim of applying user-centred
systems design (UCSD) and of addressing users’ health concerns. One of our
research aims was to try out principles and techniques for user-centred systems
design and to study the effects of them. We also wanted to find methods for
integrating users’ health issues and occupational health expertise in software
development.
The project was selected as a pilot for a UCSD approach, because of its limited
size and the fact that time was not a crucial factor. Using a combined action
research and participation-observation approach we wanted to make sure that the
measures suggested by us would not be overruled by tightening deadlines.
As described above, we (some of the authors) followed the project, from the very
start and continuously, by means of active participation and observations. In the
first project meeting we introduced a set of principles for UCSD, based on Gould,
et al, and ISO 13 407. The principles were specific for RSV, and had been
specified in an earlier research effort (Gulliksen and Göransson, 2001). They were:
• Work tasks and user needs should be the focus of the development

•
•
•
•

Active user participation
Early prototyping
Continuous iterations of design solutions
Integrated design, including work organisation and health aspects

The project used RUP as their development model, and introduced some extra
activities suggested by us to complement the process. Among other things, they
decided to conduct a user and task analysis (in addition to use case modelling), to
develop design solutions iteratively in cooperation with the users, and to include a
usability designer on the project team.

When the project first started in the spring of 2000, much time was spent on
learning RUP. However, time pressure soon forced the project to start with the
business use case modelling. After spending almost a year modelling all kinds of
business processes, the project ended up with a large number of use cases that
were to be transformed into system use cases. At this point in time, questions
arose about what processes had been modelled, and why, and, moreover, the
structure and contents of the use cases. The team did not fully understand the
purpose of the use cases, and what they would use them for.
In parallel with the use case modelling, the usability designer started working in
the project, on a part-time basis. The UD conducted a user analysis, by means of
observation interviews with users, and created personas5 to describe typical users.
The UD, and a researcher from us, also conducted a collaborative prototyping
activity in which user representatives developed their picture of the future
system, integrating new work practices, usability issues and on-line help (figure
3). The prototype was to complement the use cases and to provide a model and
guidelines for the user interface design. The prototype was presented for the
development team and a number of users, who were pleased with it.

Figure 3: Pictures from a collaborative prototyping session with users.
At about this point in time, development started of another system that would
interface with and greatly influence the CHT system, making parts of the
prototype superfluous (as it seemed at the time). Soon after, a strategic decision
5

Cooper defines personas in his book on interaction design (Cooper, p 124) as
follows. “Personas are not real people, but they represent them throughout the
design process. They are hypothetical archetypes of actual users…. Personas are
defined by their goals.”

was made (within the organisation, but outside the development project) about
changing the technical platform. These two events severely circumscribed the
work of the usability designer, and the development team. The UD quit the
project judging that he could no longer guarantee usability, the prototype was
shelved, and another user interface was developed containing severe usability
problems. Problems that may, if implemented, increase the risk of the users’
developing repetitive strain injuries and stress-related disorders.
Thus, the UCSD approach was both a success and a failure. Successful, because
the project did perform a number of activities together with the users, specifically
addressing user needs, usability and users’ health concerns. A failure, because they
could not conclude the work owing to decisions outside their control.
Usability as “cake frosting” – attitudes and responsibility
From the interviews with developers and the project manager in project A, we
know that the cake-frosting attitude to usability was pre-dominant in the
development team. The attitude was also evident in our observations of the
project. Usability became more and more of a sidecar phenomenon as time went
by, to be cut out completely towards the end. The developers and the project
manager were not committed to usability, partly because they were too busy with
getting a grip on RUP. Furthermore, we know that the decision on technical
platform was not informed by usability concerns, nor was usability allowed to
influence the decision in subsequent discussions. The interfacing system has been
developed without user involvement. That project has a strong technical focus,
and the design is based on a generic case handling process developed in another
authority. The pilot project was even criticized for spending too much time and
efforts on the users’ needs.
User representatives – representative users or IT workers
Our observations of what happened in the project confirm the creeping
“ITealisation” of the user representatives indicated in the interviews. As the
project moved on, the language of the team, in particular the user representatives,
changed. A new vocabulary evolved. The user representatives became steeped in
the system developers’ way of thinking and understanding of the future work
situation. The new terminology and concepts were unfamiliar to people outside
the development team, making it difficult for them to understand the team’s
presentations of the system and the future work situation.
The development model death to usability
Adopting RUP is a major undertaking, and in this project, the effort became an
obstacle to the focus on usability and the users’ long-term goals. The artefacts
prescribed by RUP became ends in themselves, instead of means for understanding
the design problem and for communication. The team got lost in a tangle of use

cases, without really knowing why and what they were going to do with them.
The use cases were documented as prescribed by RUP, but the documentation
almost became a project in itself. The idea of turning the development process
upside-down, with the prototype controlling the design and development of the
system, did not work out. In fact, the developers started working on the system
before the prototype (and the use case model) was finished.

To sum it up
The software development process is particular to each project, shaped by the
goal of the project, the development model used, the people involved in the
project, time and budget limits, etc. Our results reflect the studied organisations
and the software development models used in the projects. Drawing on research in
the area and our collected experience of working with organisational issues,
occupational health and software development for a number of years, we can,
nevertheless, see that the reported results are not unusual or untypical for inhouse development of bespoke software in general.
In our analysis of the interview data, we identified a number of factors that seem
to combine in pushing usability and occupational health issues aside in software
development projects. These factors were sorted into three categories or levels
commonly used within organisational psychology; an individual level, a project
level and an organisational level. Similar categorisations are used in other works,
for instance, in a study conducted by Curtis, Krasner and Iscoe (1988). Curtis, et
al, used a set of categories analogous to ours; cognition and motivation on the
individual level, group dynamics on the team and the project level and finally
organisational behaviour on a company level and business milieu level.
Individual level
The attitudes of the developers are essential – they can be both helpful and
obstructive in the effort to create a development process with a focus on usability
and occupational health issues. Skills and expertise are also important factors, but
inadequate skills and expertise may be overcome. Changing attitudes is more
difficult.
• Attitudes
The software developers in our studies considered usability the responsibility
of somebody else. Nor were other decision makers, within and outside the
project, particularly concerned with usability and occupational health issues.
Furthermore, usability was considered a user interface issue only, reducing it
to cake frosting.

• Skills and expertise
Few of the software developers in these studies had sufficient skills and
expertise in usability and occupational health matters. This may be a reason

for their wish to pass the responsibility on to somebody else. But, even when
usability experts were involved in the projects, they could not be everywhere
all the time, leaving it up to the software developers to make decisions about
usability and design. Occupational health experts were not involved at all.
They do not, in general, have any experience with or methods for working in
software development projects.
Project level
On the project level, several different aspects affect usability, for instance, the
organisation of the project and the constraints circumscribing it. Another
important matter is who makes the decisions affecting the usability. Does the
project team make these decisions or are they made outside the immediate control
of the project?
• Process
In our case study, the software development model seems to have diverted the
teams’ focus from the work situation of the users and the usability of the
system to short-term goals, such as, producing artefacts and documents called
for by the model. Neither did the software development model provide
appropriate support for usability matters and an iterative approach.

• The complexity of software development projects
In any software development project, but the smallest ones, a large number of
people are involved over an extended period of time. Things happen
continuously that affect the project and its outcomes. In the case study project
the modelling and documentation almost became projects in themselves;
decisions were made that changed the direction of the project late in the
process; etc. It requires firm commitment to usability, in order not to lose it
among the complexity of the undertaking.

• Decision-making within the project
Design decisions are made by basically everyone involved in a software
development project. Decisions are made both explicitly and unintentionally,
with or without taking usability into account. Our interview results indicate,
for instance, that many decisions were made in modelling workshops where
usability was not really an issue.

• No design
There is often little or no dedicated design regarding usability matters and the
user interaction. In the case study project, the usability designer and the user
representatives worked with design matters, but their design solutions were
overruled by the fact that the user interaction “grew” from other people doing
things in parallel like coding or writing use cases.

• User involvement
Our studies indicate that involving users in the traditional way – by inviting a

few user representatives into the project team, where they participate in the
requirements capture process and review various documents – is ineffective.
Far too much responsibility is placed on a few individual users. Moreover, the
user representatives became “IT workers” loosing touch with the work
situation they were supposed to represent.
This should not be taken as an excuse for not involving users at all. Involving
users is essential for usability, but it requires other approaches than the ones
described here.
Organisational level
Work environment, occupational health and usability issues are rarely assigned
any economic values. Many organisations pay lip service to usability and
occupational health issues, but when it comes to decisions about, for instance the
development strategy and work process; usability is not given priority. Instead,
the decisions are based on economic and technical considerations.
• Unclear responsibility
The responsibility for usability was unclear in the organisations in our studies.
The responsibility for health issues was non-existing, as far as software
development is concerned. Occupational health experts, in general, have little
or no contact with software development and no way of intervening in the
development projects.

• Decision-making outside the project
In the case study project, decisions about strategic matters affecting usability
were made by an IT strategy group and upper management, with little or no
concern for usability. In such cases, neither the development team, nor the
client and user representatives have much say in the matter.

• Deadlines
Deadlines often put an effective stop to usability efforts, even when time is
not a crucial factor, as in the case study project. Iterations, where design
solutions are supposed to be iterated until they meet the usability
requirements, are short-circuited by the deadlines. Moreover, time pressure
prevents the software developers thinking about anything else but getting the
functionality in place.

• Shortsightedness
Usability and effects on the health of the users have to be followed over an
extended period of time. Some effects are not measurable until the software has
been used for quite some time. The answers in the study indicated that shortterm goals tended to obscure the long-term goals and needs of the users. Thus,
aspects that are important in the longer perspective may be neglected.

• Software development in isolation
Software development is often conducted in isolation from the organisation

development processes, for instance, regarding job design and work practices.
In order to address matters that are outside the software development effort,
other methods and skills must be applied, in parallel with and in close cooperation with the software development process. The case study project
provides yet an example where work practices were designed after and as a
result of the design of the system.
Conclusions
In face of the numerous obstacles to usability and occupational health issues in a
software development project, the great challenge is to integrate these issues in all
parts of the development process and to give them such a status that they simply
cannot be pushed aside by other matters.
There are numerous models available that address usability in software
development, for instance, contextual design (Beyer and Holtzblatt, 1998),
software for use (Constantine and Lockwood, 1999) and interaction design
(Cooper, 1999). Vicente proposes a model with particular emphasis on health
issues. Even if such models may help in creating usable and “healthy” software,
applying a model out of a book is not sufficient. Our study indicates that it takes
more than “doing the right thing” in the project and on the individual level, as
summarised below:
• Commitment on all levels
Usability and occupational health issues need true commitment at the overall
organisational level. The projects need an “organisational surrounding” where
usability and health issues have top priority. No decisions should be made,
within or outside the development projects, without taking usability and
health concerns into account.

• Integrating usability and occupational health issues in software development
Usability and health issues must be a natural part of the process. These issues
also require a champion who can maintain the focus on them and the users
needs in every phase of the project, in every activity and in every decision that
affects usability. One way of doing that is to introduce new roles, such as
usability designers.
Moreover, a different software development approach is required, that
facilitates rather than obstructs focusing on the long-term goals of the users,
usability and health concerns.

• Attitudes on the individual level
On the individual level, our study indicates that the attitudes held by the
software developers about usability and user needs are very important for the
outcome. All members of the development project must be aware of the
importance of these aspects, and have adequate skills and training.

Some of the underlying factors in the above discussion are attitudes and the
awareness and knowledge about the effects software has on users’ health.
Addressing usability and users’ health issues in in-house software development
requires more than applying specific models and techniques. It requires a change in
attitudes in the whole organisation, in particular in upper management, so that
decisions made outside the indiviudal project do not overrule usability and users’
health concerns in the project. It requires a change in the attitudes embodied in the
development process, shifting it from a technical focus to a user focus. And it
requires a change in attitudes in the individual development team member regarding
the effects of his/her decisions on the future work situation of the users.
Addressing users’ health also requires that occupational health experts be directly
involved in the software development process.
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ABSTRACT

This paper argues for the integration of ergonomics and
occupational health issues in software development
projects. We describe a design case conducted at the
Swedish National Tax Board in which we addressed the
problem of overview and control over the workload in
electronic case handling. Poor overview and control over
the workload and work situation may cause stress-related
disorders. The main aim of our project was to find
methods for involving ergonomics and occupational health
experts in the early phases of software design and
development. Our results show that potential health
problems in computer-supported work can be addressed in
the software development process by means of methods
such as observation interviews, scenarios and participatory
design.
Keywords
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INTRODUCTION

In Sweden, 66% of the work force use computers at work.
Among the Swedish office workers, 80% of the women and
appr 60% of the men use computers at least 50% of their
working-hours [1]. With the increase of computer-supported
work, there has been a dramatic increase in health problems
related to it [3, 4]. From 1997 to 1998 the number of
reported musculo-sceletal disorders caused by the use of
computers at work increased with 30%. In the same period,
the portion of these disorders related to the use of the mouse
increased with almost 60% [2].

•

The computer controls the work pace and task order,
leaving the user little or no control over their work.

•

Users suffer from stress, caused by excessive workload,
time pressure and poorly designed computer support.

Health problems in computer-supported work are well
known and well documented. We know what they are. We
know what causes them. Then, why do we not design
computer applications so as to avoid health problems, or at
least reduce them? Why are applications designed, built and
deployed without taking ergonomics and health aspects into
account?
Traditionally, occupational health experts work in
isolation from the software development process. They
evaluate and suggest improvements to existing workplaces
and tools. It is, however, often too late to do something
about poorly designed software tools once they have been
installed and are running. Thus, poor and inadequate design
leading to health problems cannot be sufficiently modified.
Instead, occupational health and ergonomics experts must be
involved in the actual software development process.
Research Questions

The aim of our project is to find methods for incorporating
occupational health expertise in the software development
process so that the detrimental effects on the users’ health
and well-being can be eliminated or reduced.
The research question may be further specified into a
number of detail questions:

•

A number of factors in the work situation affect the
user’s health and well-being. Some of these factors are
organisational and/or cultural, whereas others are
directly related to the computer systems. What factors
can be addressed in a software development project?
How do we identify them and distinguish them from
matters that must be resolved by organisational and
cultural measures?

•

Occupational health experts typically perform
evaluations of and suggest improvements in existing
work situations – when it is far too late to make any
major modifications to the computer systems. How can

The main health problems in a computer-supported work
situation are [4]:

•

Users are bound to use the computer for the major part
of their working-hours. This means constrained, static
work postures for long periods of time.

occupational health experts be involved in the early
phases of a software development project?

•

The models used to describe the work situation and use
in typical software development processes, such as use
case models in Rational Unified Process™ (RUP) [9],
do not capture health issues. How can such issues be
captured in the software development process? Can they
be expressed as requirements, similar to usability
requirements and goals?

•

High quality of use in the resulting system can only be
achieved by means of skilful design. How can
ergonomic and health issues be addressed in the design
situation?

•

Can you evaluate the effects on the future work
situation and the users’ health on a prototype?

Why Health Aspects Get Lost

Our earlier research and experiences point to a number of
reasons that may explain why health aspects are not
addressed in software development projects. Some of them
are discussed below.
Unclear on non-existing responsibility

In the software development projects we have studied and
worked in, no one has had the explicit responsibility for
addressing users’ health matters. The responsibility is
“passed around”. The developers do not want it; the
usability people work with usability only; the client and
user representatives express concerns and hope that
somebody will do something about them; the project
management focuses on what the requirement specification
says in order to meet deadlines, etc.
Multiple factors behind health problems

Many health problems in computer-supported work are
caused by a combination of inadequate computer support
and organisational factors, such as excessive work load.
Thus, it is difficult to know what problems should be
addressed in the development project, and what problems
should be addressed by means of organisational and cultural
changes.
Occupational health expertise – too late and in the wrong
place

In many organisations, occupational health and ergonomics
experts evaluate the work situation and suggest
improvements. Such evaluations are normally conducted at
the workplace, with all systems, applications and gadgets in
place, when it is too late to do anything about poorly
designed and inadequate computer support. The evaluations
typically contain an assessment of physical aspects and data
about work satisfaction, stress and stress-related symptoms.
Few software development teams would know what to do
with such data.

No occupational health expertise in organisation and
software development projects

The occupational health and ergonomics experts are rarely,
if ever, involved in organisation and software development
projects. Few, if any software developers know what health
problems are related to computer-supported work, and what
causes them. Nor are such problems addressed by the client
organisation in, for instance, the requirement specification.
If health aspects are addressed at all, the scope is limited and
often related to physiological problems only, such as the
mouse-arm syndrome. But, despite the fact that the
problems with mouse use are well-known and welldocumented, many projects do not even succeed in
eliminating those.
Usability – too limited a scope

Usability has received a great deal of attention in the last
few years. All too often, however, usability work is reduced
to cake-frosting. The usability worker designs and/or
evaluates the user interface to functions or services specified
by others, for instance, “business analysts” or “use case
specifiers”. At best, the usability worker can make the
services provided by the system easy-to-use or easy-to-learn.
In addition, the concept of usability is probably too limited
to cover all health problems related to computer-supported
work.
User involvement – necessary but not sufficient

User involvement is a prerequisite for addressing usability
and health aspects in software development. Without
talking to the users, observing them, designing with them
and evaluating design solutions with them, there is little or
no chance that their future work situation, including health
aspects, is fully understood. Involving users is, however,
not enough – users rarely have the expertise required for
identifying potential effects on their health.
Software development models

Most software development models focus on the users’
work with storing, processing and retrieving information.
Much time is spent on modelling how the individual user
uses information and the information exchange between the
user and the system. These models do not capture the
context in which this information exchange takes place.
Nor do they capture tasks or interaction that take place
outside the system. The result may be a system that ignores
the context and the tasks and interaction that are not part of
it, making it difficult and stressful for the users to cope
with them.
THE PROJECT

In order to investigate how health aspects and ergonomics
can be addressed in the early phases of a software design
process, we set up a mini-project covering some of the
early activities addressing one particular potential health
problem as a design problem. The context is case handling,
and the potential problem is overview of the workload. The

activities were observation interviews for analysing the
needs of the users and scenarios and cooperative design
workshops with users to identify design solutions. Finally
we will create prototypes and evaluate them with users to
identify potential usability problems and health hazards in
the proposed solutions. Thus, we do not introduce any new
activities or methods in the software design process. The
novelty is that we have involved ergonomics and
occupational health expertise. The project is not “real” in
that the design will not be implemented and put into real
use.
The Problem

Case handling makes up the main part of the work at the
tax offices in Sweden. The organisation is currently shifting
from paper-based case handling to electronic case handling.
Earlier studies show that the introduction of electronic
document handling systems increases the risk for somatic
and mental health problems [5].
One potential problem is the administrators’ losing the
overview and control over their workload and work
situation, which may increase the number of stress-related
complaints. Karasek and Theorell [6] have suggested a
model, which relates stress-related complaints to the three
dimensions decision latitude (control), psychological
demands and social support. The below figure illustrates the
model.

High Demands Low
High
Support
Low
High
Control
Low
Fig1: The demands-control-support model for stress factors
related to the work environment.
Based on fig 2-8 in Karasek and Theorell [6]

The combination of high psychological demands (stressors),
e.g. workload and deadlines, and little control over ones’
own activities and skill usage creates psychological strain.
Residual psychological strain results in a long-lasting state
of physiological response, which in the long run is
detrimental to the well-being of the worker. Social support,
such as, informal social activities with colleagues or
supervisory support, may buffer the psychological strain.

Paper-based documents are tangible and offer peripheral
information. They can be sorted into piles and the
administrator can assess the amount of work by the
thickness of the piles. The administrator can also assess the
complexity of a case by quickly leafing through it. Finished
cases are placed in a separate pile. Electronic case handling
tools, displaying the cases in simple lists or inboxes do not
provide the same kind of overview of the workload, i.e. the
number of cases and the amount of work each one will
require.
Thus, the shift from paper-based case handling to electronic
handling may create the kind of problems that, according to
Karasek and Theorell, result in stress-related health
problems.
The Interviews

In order to design for overview of the workload, we need to
know what it means in a case handling context. We
therefore set out to interview a number of users. We
conducted the observation interviews, all three of us,
bringing in our different backgrounds in usability,
occupational health psychology and organisational
psychology. We visited six users (one interviewer per user)
at their workplace and watched them and talked about their
work while they were performing typical tasks.
Our questions were based on the demand-control-support
model described above. Thus, we asked the users about their
overview and control over the workload, how they feel
about their workload, how they deal with excessive
workload, the social support they get from colleagues and
supervisors, what factors in their surroundings that they feel
are stressful, etc. These are certainly aspects that would not
be addressed in the typical bespoke software development
project.
In compiling the results of the different interviews, we were
inspired by the work models used in Contextual Design [7].
Beyer and Holtzblatt suggest five work models to capture
the relevant aspects of the context of use; flow model,
sequence model, artefact model, culture model and physical
model. These models readily lend themselves to expressing
concerns, such as, what stressors affect the users (culture
model), what the physical environment looks like (physical
model) and the support provided by colleagues and
supervisors (culture model and flow model). We did not
draw the actual models, but sorted the information from the
users into the different categories suggested by them. Figure
2 shows an excerpt of the “culture category”. This particular
excerpt lists some stressors.

Scenarios and Requirements
Culture - stressors

•

Errors and mistakes
A mistake may have serious consequences, for
instance, filling in the wrong social security
number when registering a death.

•

Problematic cases
Many cases involve people who are living
through the crisis of their lives, for instance,
a divorce. Sometimes, people call A to tell the
sad story of their lives.

•

Complicated cases
Some cases take time and require much
investigation. Since the workload is constantly
too heavy, all cases that take
time add to the pressure.

Fig2: The culture model suggested in Contextual Design can
be used to express psycho-social aspects of the work

A opens the case overview – here she can sort
the cases in piles. She checks out her piles
and plans her day. She can look into the piles
to see the individual cases – metadata is
displayed together with each case. She can
for instance see the type of the case and if
there are any documents connected to it. A
checks the contents of the individual cases
with “quickview” to assess the complexity of
each case. If, for instance, the case involves
persons of another nationality or i f
signatures are missing she knows she will have
to spend more time on it. Such cases, she
normally puts in a separate pile, to be dealt
with later on in the day.
A has created her own piles and she sorts her
new cases in the different piles. Each
administrator can create his/her own piles or
use a pre-defined structure or no sorting
structure at all. A feels she has more control
over her work when she puts the cases away in
the different piles. She knows how many new
cases she has, and where they are.
Fig 3: A scenario describing how a user sorts her cases and
keeps track of her workload.

The results of the interviews were used as basis for
scenarios describing the future work situation and for
requirements. We were particularly interested in
investigating if scenarios can be used to express health
concerns besides the users’ interaction with the new system.
Figure 3 shows an excerpt of a scenario describing the
actual distribution of cases (future, ideal solution).
From the “work model” descriptions we were also able to
identify requirements on the usability of the system, on
organisational changes, on the resulting work situation and
ordinary functional requirements. Quite a few issues
generated both requirements for organisational changes and
functional requirements on the system. One such matter
was the amount of time the administrators spend at their
computers. When work is computerised, the amount of
time workers spend not using the computer is often
drastically reduced, and sometimes even done away with
completely. In the long run, this results in health
problems. To organise work so that the workers can work
without using the computer may seem an organisational
matter – but it also generates functional requirements on the
system. Figure 4 illustrates some of these requirements.
Organisational requirements

•

The case handling work must contain
activities that can be conducted without the
support of the computer.

•

The administrators must be allowed to work
with cases outside the computer.

•

The administrators must be provided with
opportunities for job rotation, in which some
of the jobs do not require constant work with
the computer.

Functional requirements
The user must be able to

•

take breaks in the middle of a task, some of
them can last for an hour or two.

•

save the work he/she has done with a case,
even though the case is not finished.

•

print out the contents of a case, so that
he/she can work with it outside the
computer.

Fig 4: Requirements regarding computer-supported work
versus non-computerised work

Design Workshops

We conducted two design workshops, the first workshop
with three users and the second one without users. The
users in the workshop were not from the same part of the
organisation as the ones we interviewed. We discussed the
users’ view of their work and their needs for control over
their workload. The workshop had a rather unstructured
format – we had planned to use the scenarios but we did not
need to do that. The users needed no prompting in talking
about their work situation and the future system. Instead,
we used different metaphors to talk about their work with
keeping track of their cases:

•

The inbox metaphor – a simple list of cases, possibly
with sorting features. The inbox metaphor is used for
case handling in another part of the organisation – and
it seems to be the way to think about keeping track of
ones cases.

•

The piles metaphor – a spatially organised sorting
mechanism in which users can put cases in piles and
the thickness of the piles signal the number of cases.
The user can “leaf through” the pile and pick out a case
to work with. The users rather liked this idea – it
resembles their current work routines with paper-based
cases.

•

The conveyor belt – the cases “pass by” on the screen
as if on a conveyor belt and the user picks a case from
the belt to work with. The users did not like this idea
at all – they reckoned it would be stressful to see a
never-ending stream of cases passing by on the screen –
so we did not elaborate on it.

•

The calendar – provides an overview of the work not
only in terms of number and types of cases, but also in
terms of time. In a calendar the user could, for instance,
distribute his/her cases over the days in the week. It
seemed, however, that this way of thinking about their
work was unfamiliar to the users. They receive a fairly
steady stream of cases and try to finish them as soon as
possible; preferably within the day they arrive (if
possible). Distributing cases on different days is not
meaningful.

Fig 5: The idea of a “conveyor belt” with cases marching past
on the screen was not popular at all (to nobody’s surprise)

We elaborated on the design produced in the first workshop
(a combination of the piles metaphor and the inbox

metaphor, see fig 6) on our own. To optimise the input
from each of us (from our different backgrounds), we each
did our own designs and brought them into the second
workshop. We discussed the different design ideas, based on
design criteria that we had identified in the interviews and
“work models”. We then merged the ideas into one design
suggestion to be elaborated and evaluated with users (see fig
7).
Evaluations

Usability experts frequently run usability evaluations on lofi and hi-fi prototypes, whereas occupational health experts
conduct evaluations of running systems in real use. But can
you draw any conclusions about potential health problems
in the future work situation from a prototype? Do lo-fi
prototypes contain enough information about what the real
use will look like or do evaluations of health and
ergonomic aspects require running, highly interactive
prototypes? Are there any methods for usability/ergonomic
evaluations that are applicable? To find out, we will
conduct a number of evaluations of prototypes based on the
design solutions we have created. We will probably use a
combination of methods, for instance, inspections
conducted by usability experts and occupational health
experts combined with simple evaluations with users
The Design

The focus of the project is the methods we used, not the
design problem and the design as such. Nevertheless, we
discuss them briefly below, to illustrate what type of
problems can be addressed with our approach.
In order to design for overview of the workload, we need to
know what it means in a case handling context. Some
characteristics are that the administrator has a rough idea of,
for instance, what cases he/she has, the total number of
cases and the complexity of each case so that he/she can
estimate the time it will take to handle it. The administrator
must also have direct access to all information required to
make decisions about, for instance, which cases have to be
dealt with immediately and which ones can be handled later.
In interviews and design workshops with users we found
that they needed overview on different levels, namely

•

An overview of all their “own” cases – in which the
cases can be sorted somehow, into piles or folders.
Some users wanted to be able to sort their cases. Other
users want the cases to be sorted automatically.

•

An overview of the cases within a pile, on such a level
of detail that the individual case can be identified and
selected for processing. Cases that have not been
handled should be marked as “unread”.

•

A “minimal” view of the cases in a pile, within or on
top of the work space in which the user works with the
individual case.

Pile
sas

These different views represent different ways of working
with the cases. The overall view provides the opportunity
for the user to assess his/her total workload and to sort the
cases and create a structure with which to work. The second
view provides enough detail about the cases within a pile
for the user to be able to pick out what cases to start
working with. The third view keeps the user informed about
the adjoining cases while he/she is working with a
particular case. It also provides a simple way of moving on
to the next case. Fig 6 shows the design from the
cooperative design workshop.
In designing the views we used a number of design criteria
that we had identified in the interviews, some of which were

•

Quick overview – of the total workload in terms of
number of cases and complexity of the individual cases.

•

Feeling of control – over the workload. The user
should always have a clear picture of what he/she has
to do – there should be no hidden cases lurking about
in the system.

•

Understanding – the users should understand from
where the cases come, and why, and where they are at
any point in time.

•

Flexibility – the users should be allowed to sort their
cases in any way they like and to work with them in
any order they like. They should also be allowed to
work with cases outside the computer.

•

Social support – the system must allow the users to
help one another with the cases.

•

Efficiency – the user should be able to work efficiently
with the overview – ease-of-use has priority over easeof-learning.

•

Ergonomic – access keys, minimum number of
screens/windows, choice of input devices, visual
ergonomics, etc

Based on the sketches from the design workshop, each of us
created different designs. All three of us used the piles
metaphor in our designs and based them on the design we
had created with the users. The results differed mainly in the
amount of detailed design, scope and to some extent, focus.
We then conducted a second workshop, without users, in
which we merged our different designs into one suggestion
(fig 7). This will be elaborated and evaluated together with
users later on in the project.

Fig 6: Basic design from the cooperative design workshop
with three users

Fig7: The resulting design solutions to be evaluated with
users.
Conclusions

Our results show that potential health problems in
computer-supported work can be addressed in the software
development process by means of methods such as
observation interviews, scenarios and participatory design.
Since the project is not finished, the conclusions discussed
below must be seen as tentative.
The interviews show that by using the observation
interview format and basing the questions on the demandssupport-control model [6], we were able to address a number
of factors that potentially can create occupational health
problems. These include the number of hours spent at the
computer and how the loss of overview and control of the
workload may increase the pressure on the administrators.
Such factors would normally not be addressed in a bespoke
software development process.
Health aspects and work environment concerns can be
captured by means of, for instance, the approach used in
Contextual Design [7], even though Contextual Design
does not explicitly address health matters. By capturing
such aspects in models or in text, they can be analysed and
turned into requirements and included in requirement

specifications. We identified both non-functional and
functional requirements.
Some of these requirements can be addressed in the software
development process, such as, functional requirements.
Others must be addressed by means of changes in the
organisation and in the work procedures. Many of the
aspects analysed were such that they generated both
requirements on the system and on the organisation. One
example is the fact that the administrators will spend
basically all their working-hours at the computer. To avoid
musculo-sceletal disorders, physical and mental variation is
required, for instance, job rotation, breaks and work
activities not supported by the computer, all of which are
typical organisational matters. However, the system must
be designed to allow for job rotation, breaks and the users
handling cases outside of it. This may seem obvious
requirements that would automatically be addressed in any
software development process. We have, however, seen a
number of systems and a number of software development
processes that fail in such respects!

Scenarios provide a flexible format that can be used to
express design ideas and solutions to basically any problem.
Thus, we were able to describe not only the future usersystem interaction in scenarios, but also the administrators
future work situation with respect to health concerns.
Scenarios are good for generating ideas and we could all use
them. They do not require software development skills or an
engineering-oriented mindset.
Designing the user interface is perhaps the most difficult
part. In the participatory design workshop, both users and
occupational health expertise participated – but the actual
sketching of the screens and windows was very much in the
hands of the designer. It may be so that the design would
have looked different had it been the occupational health
expert that had been in charge of the actual drawing. Having
an occupational health expert in the design activities
nevertheless ensures that health issues are not forgotten in
the design.
Reflecting over what we have done so far, it seems that the
out of the different activities, observation interviews were
the main lever for integrating health aspects. By basing our
questions about the work on knowledge about what causes
psychological strain and physical disorders, we were able to
identify potential health hazards and address them as a
design problem. Once the design problem was identified, we
thought about it in similar ways. Our different backgrounds
did not make us see and emphasise widely different aspects
in the scenarios and the design. Perhaps, it would be
sufficient to involve occupational health experts in the
analysis and requirements elicitation and in the evaluations
but not in the actual design activities. Judging from what
usually happens to usability aspects, however, there is little
doubt that if nobody actively brings attention to health
aspects in the design situation, they will be forgotten or
ignored.
Addressing health aspects in software development calls for
a close integration of the software development process and
the organisation development process. New roles, work
procedures and a new organisation must be developed in
parallel with and be allowed to control the design of the
software. It also calls for a multi-disciplinary approach.
There are different ways of working with several disciplines
in a process. One way is to have each expert conducting
his/her activities separately and then compiling the results.
Another approach is to have the different experts conduct
common activities, each bringing his/her skills set to bear.
We chose the latter approach, in that all three of us
participated in the interviews and the design workshops.
Some activities in the software development process lend
themselves more readily to such an approach, whereas other
activities require specific skills, for instance, programming.
We believe that whenever possible, the joint approach
should be preferred.

Active user involvement is a pre-requisite for usability and
a good work environment in computer-supported work.
Despite this, the user involvement has been somewhat
desultory in our activities, since the focus in our project has
not been how to involve users. The aim has been to find
methods and techniques for involving occupational health
and ergonomic experts. In a real software development
project, we would naturally recommend extensive
involvement of users.
Thus, it is essential for the well-being of the users that
health issues and ergonomics are addressed in the software
development process. The software development industry
and in-house development organisations must be provided
with methods and techniques that help them build computer
systems that do not make users ill. Occupational health
expertise and usability workers should be involved early and
continuously in the software development projects. If not,
we run the risk that health matters will be ignored,
forgotten or simply get lost on the way from idea to
implemented system.
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Introduction
Most software development projects aim to create some kind of software-based support for
human activities within a context, such as, a workplace. Understanding the activities in the
context is essential to the usability of the software. The HCI community have suggested various
approaches for analysing and describing human action, for instance, cognitive psychology,
activity theory and situated action. Other approaches emerge from the software engineering
community, for instance, the widely used use case approach. Use cases are, for instance, the
basis in the commercially very successful Rational Unified Process (RUP) (Kruchten, 1998). In
the software engineering community, use cases are considered by many as the means for
integrating human-computer interaction (HCI) concerns into the software development process.
In a recent workshop on user-centred design at the Interact 2001 conference, several of the
position papers submitted by software engineers and computer scientists described approaches
where use cases provide the leverage for integration of HCI activities.
Owing to the importance of use cases in software development and the implications they have on
usability, the underlying view of users and human action ought to be of great interest to the HCI
community. What are the basic assumptions about the human mind and human action in the use
case approach and what does this imply for the design and usability of the resulting software?

What is a Use Case
A use case is a description of a task performed by a user (or a machine/system) in a work
context. Use cases are interconnected in a use case model, using a particular notation based on
symbols like arrows and stick figures. The use case provides a textual, step-wise description of
the task, together with information about the goal, scope, who performs the use case, etc.
Despite their popularity and seeming simplicity, use cases are not that simple to apply. There is,
for instance, no agreed-upon definition of what a use case is, what it should cover, how it should
be described, etc.
“A workshop of 14 leading OO consultants had 14 definitions of “use case””
(Alistair Cockburn, in a lecture on Use Cases in Theory and Practice. Available on
www.usecases.org)
For the purpose of this paper I have chosen to discuss essential use cases described by
Constantine and Lockwood in their book on usage-centered design (1999). First of all, the
concept of essential use cases is fairly well defined and described. Constantine and Lockwood,
moreover, address some of the problems and weaknesses of ordinary (concrete) use cases, for
instance, the lack of usability focus and their poor support for user interface design. Contrary to
concrete use cases, essential use cases have a high level of abstraction and contain no interaction
details.
Constantine and Lockwood define an essential use case as (p 103)
“a structured narrative, expressed in the language of the application domain and of users,
comprising a simplified, generalized, abstract, technology-free and implementationindependent description of one task or interaction that is complete, meaningful, and well-

defined from the point of view of users in some role or roles in relation to a system and that
embodies the purpose or intentions underlying the interaction.”
Thus, essential use cases are based on the goals or purposes of the user, and the assumption that
these drive the actions of the user. A goal is what the user wants to accomplish, and why.
An essential use case consists of a description of the overall intention of the user, and a step-wise
description of the intermediate user intentions and system responses. In order to illustrate what a
use case is, Constantine and Lockwood have chosen the automatic teller example. A user wants
to withdraw cash from an automatic teller (gettingCash) – a rather simple, well-known operation
that readily lends itself to the essential use case description format (p 105)
GettingCash
USER INTENTION

SYSTEM RESPONSIBILITY

identify self
verify identity
offer choices
Choose
dispense cash
take cash

Several descriptions of this kind, interconnected in accordance with the notation, make up the use
case model. The use case model is supplemented with other models that describe other aspects
of the context of use, for instance, the roles and the situation of use (operational conditions).
The task on rather a low level is the main unit of analysis in essential use case. Constantine and
Lockwood provide several examples, all of them on rather a detailed level, for instance, inserting
special characters in a document, finding a telephone number in a digital directory, dialling that
number, etc. The activities on a higher level are represented by the interconnections in the use
case model.

Essential Use Cases and Users
Perspectives
In RUP, users are represented by the actor concept. An actor could be a human being, or it could
be another system – thus equating human beings and machines. Essential use cases and usagecentered design move one step away from this approach. Human beings are unique; we do not
behave like machines. Constantine and Lockwood instead speak of users as Homo habilis – tool
users – and introduce the role concept to describe users as opposed to automatic components.
These two views on the human in human-computer interaction can be compared to the systems
perspective and tool perspective described by Kammersgaard (1990). In the systems perspective
a phenomenon is considered as made up by different components with basically the same
properties. This view is obviously represented in the actor concept where human actors and
automatic components are described by means of the same parameters within the same model
(actor model). The essential use case model, on the other hand, seems to draw its view on users
from the tool perspective. In the tool perspective the user is seen as a skilled professional with
expertise within the domain. This view corresponds to the view of the user as domain experts
and important sources of information in software development expressed by Constantine and
Lockwood. They also emphasise the importance of conceptual models, understanding the work
context and expressing it in the terms of the domain, all of which are characteristics of the tool
perspective. Other aspects in essential use case modelling, such as, the emphasis on information

flow and information processing, conform better to the view on information and exchange of
data in the systems perspective.
In the dialogue partner metaphor (Kammersgaard, 1990), the essential quality of the user
interface is to act like a human being in a communication process. Constantine and Lockwood
use a similar metaphor – the conversation metaphor - in their discussion on feedback. The
system should act like a partner in conversation and keep the user informed about its response to
the user’s actions. An interesting comparison can be made to Suchman’s work on breakdowns
in human-computer interaction (1987). A user interacting with a computer has certain
expectations that are drawn from the knowledge of human-human interaction, for instance, that
the meaning of each response depends on the former action. If the user performs an action that
calls for a response, then he/she will try to interpret whatever action from the computer as such a
response. The user will also assume that each action/response from the computer is implicitly or
explicitly an assessment of his/her latest action. Suchman proposes that communication
breakdowns in human-computer interaction are often caused by the computer failing to meet
these expectations on “human behaviour”. The problem with Suchman’s discussion is that she
does not make it clear whether the computer should be made to behave more like a human being
or less.
Who is the User
Essential use cases focus on the one user interacting with the system. The user is described by
means of one or more roles, where each role can be played by several users. The role singles out
those aspects that particularly relate to the system. A role is
“…an abstract collection of needs, interests, expectations, behaviors, and responsibilities
characterizing a relationship between a class or kind of users and a system.” (p 79).
Thus, the emphasis is not on the human being interacting in a complex context including social
interaction with other people, but on abstract roles enacting use cases with a system.
Constantine and Lockwood also describe users as learners. User interfaces should support the
improving and varying (system) proficiency of the user. They describe usage by means of
patterns – novice, intermediate and expert. One and the same user may display both novice,
intermediate and expert patterns in using different features of the system. Constantine and
Lockwood provide rules and guidelines to help the designer organise the user interface so that it
is easy to learn on the novice level, efficient to use on the expert level and helps the intermediate
user acquire new skills. They do not address the individual user becoming more skilled in the
work domain other than implicitly, assuming that novice users often perform simple tasks,
whereas intermediate and expert users perform more variable, extensive or complex work with
the system. Nor does the role model proposed by Constantine and Lockwood seem to address
the acquisition of skills within the work domain.
The Workings of the Human Mind
Constantine and Lockwood discuss the difficulties in applying in practice models and theories
from the cognitive psychology field. They point out the gap between the concerns of research
psychologists and software developers, also discussed by Landauer (1990). Landauer lists some
examples where theories from cognitive psychology have been brought to bear on design
problems, but they are few and far between. According to Landauer, cognitive psychology
theories are often not applicable in the rich settings of real use. They concentrate on variables
that are of theoretical interest but do not have any robust, large effects in real settings.
Despite their disillusion with cognitive psychology, Constantine and Lockwood use several
concepts from cognitive psychology in describing the human mind and human-computer
interaction. They describe human beings as error-prone with a limited working memory capacity
and use concepts such as human information processing, short-term and long-term memory,
human CPU and mental models.

Human Action
Human Action as Described by Essential Use Cases
Essential use cases describe human action as goal-driven tasks, consisting of well-defined steps
that ultimately lead to the goal (see definition above). An essential use case is a concise, abstract
description of one particular task. The tasks are then interconnected in the task (use case) model.
In order to understand the work to be described by the task model, Constantine and Lockwood
list a number of questions to be used as support in the analysis. These questions include
• What tasks are users trying to accomplish through the system?
• What do they need from the system to accomplish these tasks?
• What are the operating conditions (e.g. user characteristics, physical work environment,
operating equipment and risk factors)?
Other questions suggested by Constantine and Lockwood to further investigate the tasks are
• What information will users in a particular role need to examine, create or change?
• What information do they need from the system and what will they have to inform the
system about?
This seems to suggest that work as understood by essential use cases deals mainly with
information processing and the exchange of data between the system and the user.
None of these questions include interaction with other people at work, neither professional
(unless it takes place by means of the system) nor social. This may seem natural in a software
development model, since the focus of the analysis must be the tasks that will be supported by
the system. Anything outside these tasks may be considered as of no concern to the software
developers and a waste of time. Bannon and Bødker argue, however, that no simplifying
decompositions or descriptions are rich enough to guide design. Instead, directly experienced,
concrete understanding of the work context is required (Carroll, 1991). Thus, it is not sufficient
to meet the users or visit the work site and ask questions exclusively about matters that directly
pertain to the tasks that will be supported by the system.
Essential Use Cases and Models for Understanding Human Action
The essential use case approach draws on knowledge, theories and hypotheses primarily from
the field of cognitive psychology, for instance, in the design guidelines. The approach also
makes use and recommends the application of methods from cognitive psychology and other
fields within HCI, for instance, field studies and various usability evaluation techniques.
Essential use cases capture a number of aspects in a work context, but theories and models from
the HCI field often take a wider view on human action.
Activity theory describes human action by means of activity systems (Cole, Engeström, 1993).
Each activity system is described in terms of nodes; object, subject, mediating artefacts,
community, rules and labour division. The relations between the subject and the community are
mediated by artefacts and by rules. Communities distribute tasks, power, responsibility, etc. Each
activity system is driven by an object. The concepts of roles, goals and tasks in essential use
cases may capture the ideas in some of the activity system nodes. Other nodes, for instance, rules
and artefacts, may be incorporated in the operational conditions discussed by Constantine and
Lockwood. There are, however, some aspects in activity theory that are never really touched upon
by the essential use case approach. One of the main characteristics of activity theory is its
emphasis on the history of an activity system. What changes has the system undergone to reach
its present state? What changes are required to achieve the desired state? This requires several
studies of an activity system over a period of time. Essential use case models provide but a
snapshot of a context at one particular point in time, present or future.
Furthermore, the development of an activity system is driven by tension and conflicts. Internal
contradictions and contradictions between activity systems can cause breakdowns necessitating
changes. Essential use cases do not address such conflicts explicitly; they merely record the

tasks within a system, and the goals driving them. The input to these task descriptions may
nevertheless be conflicts and problems of the kind captured in an activity system. Conflicts and
contradictions may call for a new information system being designed or for the redesign of an
existing system. In such cases, the deficiencies in the activity system may be examined to
provide input to the use case model.
According to Hasu and Engeström (2000) the deployment phase in a software development
project is crucial. It is transformational in that the developed software is transferred from one
activity system (the development team) to another (the users). Moreover, the software changes
from being the object to being a tool (mediating artefact), and the developers’ perspective
(software is the object) is replaced by the user perspective (software is a tool for accomplishing
tasks in the work context). Contradictions within and between the two activity systems can cause
breakdowns. In the essential use case approach, as in basically every software development
model, the focus is on the information system to be developed. The examination of the work
context is restricted to those aspects that pertain to the system, and are mainly concerned with
information processing. The responsibilities of the developers often end or are greatly reduced
with the release or delivery. Problems in real use are often addressed by separate implementation
projects, and later on by operation and maintenance organisations. Hasu and Engeström argue
that the ability of the development team and the user community to distinguish between the tool
and the object perspectives and to play with their relationships are crucial in a customer-oriented
software development project.
Essential use cases and situated action (Suchman, 1987) represent two rather disparate views on
human action. Essential use cases describe human actions as goal-driven, where a task consists
of a pre-specified number of steps (or sub-goals) that accomplish the main goal. Situated action,
on the other hand, argues that the link between intentions and actions is inherently vague.
Although human beings do have intentions these do not completely prescribe the actions.
Human action is dependent on the situation in which it takes place and people use the
circumstances to determine and shape their actions. Goals, intentions and plans are merely
resources among others that guide the action. According to Suchman the need to describe the
actions occurs when something goes wrong. When using computers, for instance, we need not
think about our actions unless the system is difficult to use, breaks down or is not available, or
when we are not skilled in using it. It may be argued that the need to reason about action also
occurs when we have to describe it to somebody else, for instance, when users have to describe
their work to software developers. Situated action, however, allows for ethno-methodological
analysis methods only and relies solely on video-recordings. The methods cannot be oral or
written, in that such accounts can only be recalled or imagined. In software development, it would
most certainly not be possible to base a design on video-recordings only. Thus, reconciling the
essential use case approach with the theories in situated action seems impossible, on account of
the differing views on goals and plans, and the methods used to analyse a work context.

Essential Use Cases and the Context
Constantine and Lockwood emphasise the importance of the context in which the system will be
used.
“The system should be suited to the real conditions and actual environment of the operational
context within which it will be deployed and used” (p 50)
Work, they argue, is always contextual, and can be performed efficiently and effectively if the
required tools and materials are readily at hand whenever needed. A good user interface must
therefore be suited to the context and provide the tools and materials required for the tasks
supported by the system.

In order to collect and compile information about that context, a number of supplemental models
and profiles are created. They contain information about
• The characteristics of the actual users, such as, application domain knowledge, system
knowledge, age and educational background, as well as the proficiency of use.
• Characteristic patterns of usage, such as, frequency, regularity and periodicity of use,
complexity and predictability
• The information being manipulated by the users or exchanged between the users and the
system
• The functional support required and usability criteria
• Operational risks
• Equipment used and relevant factors of the physical environment, particularly such factors
that may be distracting.
As pointed out previously, the emphasis is on the one user interacting with the system. The
social context is not taken into account. Human-human interaction is not addressed unless it is
mediated by the system. Nor are organisational matters discussed, apart from the roles. The
concerns of the organisation are typically expressed in organisational goals regarding the
purposes of the work performed by the users. Collaboration between users is only mentioned in
connection with the physical layout of the workplace. Are people working on shared tasks near
one another, or are they spread out over several floors, or offices? In the former case, they may
get by by talking to one another. But in the latter case, electronic messaging may be required,
calling for yet another software development effort.
Constantine and Lockwood suggest organising the user interface as a set of interconnected
interaction contexts (spaces), each containing the tools and material required for performing the
tasks supported by that context.

The Usage-Centered Design Process and the Users
Constantine and Lockwood suggest a usage-centred design process for the user interface design
and development. It is an iterative development approach based on the models described above,
prototyping and repeated usability evaluations.
This paper focuses on the views on human beings (users) and human action in the essential use
case approach and not on the design process as such. It may, however, be of interest to elaborate
on the methods recommended for collecting the input to the role, task (use case) and operational
models. These models are used to capture and describe the users, their work and the context. As
discussed above, they focus on the one user interacting with the system and on the information
processing and data exchange that takes place between the users and the system.
Constantine and Lockwood leave it up to the software developers whether to involve the users in
the modelling or not. The input may be gathered by means of interviews, presumably involving
users. The models are then created separately by the analysts or designers and reviewed by the
users.
Constantine and Lockwood do, however, particularly recommend Joint Essential Modelling
(JEM) for creating the models. JEM is basically a variant of Joint Application Design (JAD)
(Wood and Silver, 1989). JAD is a collaborative method for bringing users, managers and
software developers together to capture the requirements for a system. JAD is based on
structured sessions, with specific roles, in which the participants together examine and describe
the work that will be supported by the system. JEM preserves the ideas of a joint effort to
capture the requirements in collaborative sessions, but the sessions are dedicated to creating and
elaborating on the role and task models. The aim of the JEM sessions is to reach consensus on
the tasks that are to be supported.
JEM is, however, not the only method recommended for requirement capture. The modelling
sessions are preceded by a framing session in which available information is collected and
consolidated. This information may include memoranda, documentation of current systems,

survey results and interview summaries and models developed by means of other methods, for
instance, contextual inquiry. Constantine and Lockwood also recommend that all software
developers spend some time watching users work. The information thus compiled provides input
to the modelling sessions, together with the knowledge brought by the participants.
In usage-centered design, users are viewed as resources, allies and contributors in the
development process. They are experts on their own work and sources of information rather than
collaboration partners on equal footing with the development team. Users may be involved in the
design to some extent, but Constantine and Lockwood do not advocate full participation as
proposed by the participatory design approach. Usage-centered design “places the work above
the worker” (p 481). Constantine and Lockwood argue that users are not designers and know
nothing about usability and technical trade-offs. Users are furthermore said to be non-innovative,
prone to asking for what they already have, or too innovative, conjuring up images of fantastic,
but completely impractical, features and facilities.
One concern in software development is capturing tacit knowledge, or knowledge about the real
way people go about performing their tasks. Constantine and Lockwood argue that you cannot
ask the users what they do, as they will not be able to give you a detailed and correct account of
how they do what they do at work. Moreover, most work is hard to describe in words.
Constantine and Lockwood suggest that a dialogue between users and developers around the
task model solves the problem. The dialogue is “a conversation in which both parties gradually
build a joint understanding of the work and how to support it” (p 99). The shared
understanding is embodied in the task models.

Conclusions
One may criticise (essential) use cases for having a limited view on human action. One should
not forget, however, that the use case approach is not based on theories on human action but on
the practice of software development. The main concern is not to investigate and describe the
human mind and human action in general, but to describe human action in such a way that a
piece of software may be constructed from these descriptions. Comparing the essential use case
approach with, for instance, activity theory and distributed cognition, there is a large difference in
the scope of what the model or theory aims to describe. The focus of the use case approach is
the present or future use of a particular piece of software. Any events or interaction that do not
pertain to the software are omitted in the models. Activity theory and distributed cognition aim at
describing a whole context (activity system), where the piece of software is just a part – a tool or
a resource for containing knowledge.
Furthermore, the use case approach is obviously applicable in software development (judging
from the number of real world examples described in the book), as opposed to many of the
approaches proposed by the HCI community (Carroll, 1991). Theoretical grounding may be
important, but must not obscure the fact that the objective is to deliver working software that
meets the requirements, deadlines and budgets.
The one thing to remember is that use case models are a notation, and the quality of the results
(in terms of usability) depends on the input into the models. The below sections describe,
however, some points of concern, that I believe should be addressed by software development
methods such as usage-centred design.
Understanding Context and Drawing models
Proper workplace studies are required in order to capture information about the real procedures
and routines. You have to watch the users do things and talk about it within the context in order
to better understand what they actually do. Despite Constantine’s and Lockwood’s emphasis on
the context and the importance of “watching work”, I have not been able to find
recommendations for systematic workplace studies. The authors mention contextual inquiry in
some of their examples, and have included a brief description in a sidebar. Under the right
circumstances, they say, contextual inquiry and usage-centered design may be combined, but

only in the most ambitious development undertakings. It seems that the main part of talking
about and describing work is done in the modelling sessions, away from the actual work context.
I do not see how using models, as opposed to other notations, will solve the problems with
context knowledge and tacit knowledge. You cannot take users away from their context and
expect them to be any the better to answer questions about how they do things simply because
you use a particular notation.
Users do not Work in Isolation
One of the user interface designers we work with once expressed his frustration with (concrete)
use cases in user interface design.
“Nothing ever happens in a use case, nobody ever goes to the toilet, nobody is ever interrupted
by work mates who walk into the room to have a chat”.
Essential use cases capture information mainly about the work context that directly pertains to
the information processing tasks that will be supported by the system. As far as I can
understand, they do not address the social context, other tasks, unexpected interruptions, etc – in
short the complicated web of activities that make up human action. This may result in a system
and user interface that ignores all those aspects, making it hard for users to deal with them whilst
interacting with the system.
Sachs (1995) argues that the view of work within a context can be
• Explicit and organisational – jobs are made up of a set of tasks that can be defined once
and for all
• Tacit and activity-oriented – work is a complex range of activities, communication,
relationships and coordination
Both views are equally necessary in a work context analysis. Sachs points out that most work reorganisation projects, including software development, take only the explicit view, ignoring the
tacit. The result may be a system that ignores the tacit elements of work, making it more difficult
or even impossible for users to perform their tasks efficiently and effectively, necessitating workarounds.
Roles and Real Users
Roles are not people Constantine and Lockwood say. Role models are certainly an improvement
on the view that software developers are just like users. Role models help software developers
think about the different ways users may relate to a system. But it must not be forgot that users
are people. People sometimes act outside their roles and their responsibilities because the
circumstances of the situation require them to do so. Systems that are based on rigid role models
reflected in the design will not allow such liberties. This may prevent the users from doing their
work efficiently.
Hutchins (1990) discusses the redundancy of knowledge in a system of human activity. If there
is knowledge redundancy in a system, i.e. several members know how to perform a particular
task, the system is robust in that it can deal flexibly with breakdowns. If one member is unable to
perform his/her activity, somebody else can step in and help out, provided that the need for help
is recognised by the others. Knowledge redundancy also facilitates the reproduction in the
system, in that when a member (with expertise) leaves, somebody else has the knowledge to step
into his/her place, leaving room on the bottom level for a novice. Computer support at work must
allow for such knowledge redundancy. A system must not prevent users from temporarily
stepping into roles they normally do not have to help a colleague solve a problem.
The conclusion is that role models are good for helping developers think about the variety of
people that will use the system. But care must be taken when designing the system so that the
role model and access privileges do not combine to prevent the users from doing what they need
to do in order to get on with their work and help colleagues.

Notes on this Paper
The above discussion is based on the description of essential use cases provided by Constantine
and Lockwood in their book on usage-centred design. I have picked out such parts of the book
that seemingly describe their view on users and human action directly or indirectly and fairly
much taken them at face value. I have never worked with essential use cases in a real software
development project and it may well be so that the concerns that I voice are addressed in ways
not immediately obvious from the book. I have, however, worked in projects where (concrete)
use cases of a kind have been used. There I have seen some of the disadvantages described
above, for instance, rigid role models preventing users from performing their work efficiently, as
well as use case models that result in fragmented user interfaces, not at all suitable to the tasks.
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